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Terms and Definitions / As used in this Guide 

TERMINOLOGY DEFINITION 

addition  
Material added to a supporting fluid to modify or achieve special 
properties such as increasing the density (weighting agent), or reducing fluid 
losses. 

additive (admixture) 
Material added to a supporting fluid to perform one or more specific 
functions such as increasing or decreasing viscosity and yield strength, 
lowering the volume of filtrate, etc. 

apparent viscosity 
(AV) 

The viscosity of a fluid measured at a given shear rate at a fixed 
temperature (the shear rate must be stated or defined). According to API 
13B and ISO  10414-1, apparent viscosity (in mPa s or cP) is defined as 
one-half of the dial reading at 600 rpm (1022 sec-1 shear rate) using a 
direct-indicating, rotational viscometer. 

barrette (LBE: load 
bearing element) 

A barrette is a structural cast-in place diaphragm wall element, (with or 
without reinforcement), normally of I, H, L or T cross section in plan. Also 
referred to as a deep foundation. 

bentonite 

A material composed of clay minerals, predominantly montmorillonite with 
minor amounts of other smectite group minerals. It is commonly used in 
support fluids, either as pure bentonite suspension or as an addition to 
polymer solutions. 

Bingham fluid model 
A rheological model of a fluid with non-zero yield stress and a constant 
plastic viscosity. 

bleeding 
In the support fluid, a form of segregation in which some of the water in the 
fluid tends to rise to the surface.  

bored pile (drilled 
shaft or caisson) 

Pile formed, with or without a steel casing, by excavating or boring a hole in 
the ground and filling with concrete (with or without reinforcement). Also 
referred to as a deep foundation.  

clear spacing 
Minimum space between individual reinforcement bars or bundles of bars, 
i.e. the opening for the concrete to flow through. 

cover 
Distance between the outside face of the reinforcement and the nearest 
concrete face i.e. the external face of the deep foundation element. 

deep foundation 

Foundation type which transfers structural loads through layers of weak 
ground into suitable bearing strata (piles and barrettes). In this Guide also 
refers to specialist retaining walls such as diaphragm walls and secant pile 
walls. 

diaphragm wall  
 

Wall comprising plain or reinforced concrete, normally consisting of a series 
of discrete abutting panels. In this Guide also referred to as a deep 
foundation. 

dynamic viscosity 
A property of support fluids that indicates their resistance to flow, defined 
as the ratio of shear stress to shear rate.  

fines  
In the support fluid, particles (as defined by the sand content test) less than 
or equal to 74 µm (US #200 mesh) in size.  

filter cake 
Formation of a cake of filtered material, such as bentonite and excavated 
soil from a suspension, built up in the transition zone to a permeable medium, 
by water drainage due to pressure differential. 
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filtration 
The process of separating components of a support fluid by leaving the 
suspended solids as a filter cake on a filter medium (permeable ground) 
while the liquid passes through.  

flowability 
The ease of flow of fresh concrete when unconfined by formwork and/or 
reinforcement. 

fresh concrete 
Concrete which is fully mixed and is still in a condition that is capable of 
being placed by the tremie method. See tremie concrete. 

gel strength 
Shear stress measured at low shear rate (£5 s-1 which is equivalent to the    
3 rpm reading on a direct-indicating, rotational viscometer) after a support 
fluid has stood quiescent for a period of time. 

hydromill 
Diaphragm wall excavation equipment using two rotating wheels which 
remove cuttings by the reverse circulation technique. Also known as ‘cutter’ or 
‘hydrofraise’. 

Interface layer  
(laitance layer) 

Layer considered to accumulate between the support fluid and the concrete, 
possibly formed by material from segregated concrete and/or support fluid 
with soil particles. 

Newtonian flow 
model 

Model in which a linear relationship exists between shear stress and shear 
rate, where the coefficient of viscosity is the constant of proportionality. 

Newtonian fluid 
A fluid that follows	the	Newtonian	.low	model: 𝜏 = 𝑃𝑉 𝛾 , where 
𝑃𝑉=plastic velocity and 𝛾=shear rate. Plastic viscosity is independent of the 
shear rate. 

panel 
Section of a diaphragm wall that is concreted as a single unit. It may be 
linear, T-shaped, L-shaped, or of other configuration. 

plastic viscosity (PV) 

Plastic viscosity is the slope of a tangent to the shear stress rate plot at a 
specified shear rate. 
According to API 13B and ISO 10414-1, it is defined as the difference 
between the dial readings at 600 rpm and 300 rpm (1022 sec-1 and  
511 sec-1 shear rate) using a direct-indicating, rotational viscometer and thus 
the API definition is the plastic viscosity over the shear range from 511 sec-1 
to 1,022 sec-1 (measured in cP). 

polymer 

Materials formed of molecules from chained monomeric units. Natural 
polymers include natural gums, polysaccharides and biopolymers. Synthetic 
polymers include partially hydrolysed poly-acrylamides (PHPA) and 
cellulose modified polymer like polyanionic cellulose (PAC) Polymers may be 
used as the sole constituent of support fluids or as additives to enhance 
performance. 

rheology The science that studies the deformation and flow of matter. 
The term is also used to indicate the properties of a given fluid. 

shear The relative movement of parallel adjacent layers of fluid. 

shear rate 
The rate of change of velocity at which one layer of fluid passes over an 
adjacent layer.  

shear stress The shear force per unit area required to induce fluid movement. 

sloughing 

The caving of soil or rock falling from the sidewall of the excavation.  This 
term is not used to indicate a complete collapse of the excavation but rather 
shallow, near-surface caving that results in debris falling into excavation, 
and overbreak. 

sorption 

Sorption is a physical and chemical process by which one substance becomes 
attached to another.  For the purposes of this document it is a process in 
which a species in solution moves from the fluid to a particulate solid. Thus 
cations (positively charged ions) may be sorbed onto negatively charged 
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surfaces of clay minerals typically displacing other cations so that the 
process is an exchange (cation exchange).  Polymers such as partially 
hydrolysed polyacrylamides (PHPAs) may be sorbed onto soil surfaces so 
reducing the active polymer concentration in the fluid.  Sorption may be 
principally chemical (absorption) or physical (adsorption). 

specification 
Set of documents describing the requirements (in terms of performance or 
prescriptions) applicable for a particular project, product and/or work.  

specifier Person or body establishing the specification for the support fluid. 

support fluid 
Fluids and suspensions used in operations to support the sides of the 
excavation whilst drilling boreholes or digging trenches. May also carry 
cuttings in direct and reverse circulation operations. 

thixotropy 

The property of a material (fluid) that results in loss of fluidity (increase of 
viscosity or stiffening) when allowed to rest undisturbed or at constant shear 
rate, but which regains fluidity when shear stress is applied. Alternatively 
defined as a reversible time-dependent decrease in viscosity at constant 
shear rate. The viscosity of a thixotropic fluid changes with time under 
constant shear rate until reaching equilibrium.  

tremie concrete  
Concrete with the ability to achieve sufficient compaction by gravity when 
placed by tremie pipe in a deep foundation, under submerged conditions. 

tremie pipe / tremie 
Segmental pipe with waterproof joints to place concrete using the tremie 
method. 

tremie method 
(submerged concrete 
placement or slurry 
displacement method) 

Concrete placement method by use of a tremie pipe in order to prevent the 
concrete from segregation or contamination by the fluid inside the 
excavation, where the tremie pipe - after the initial placement - remains 
immersed in previously placed, workable concrete until the completion of the 
concreting process. 

volume yield The volume of fluid produced per weight of dry powder used. 

yield stress / yield 
point 

For an ideal Bingham fluid, gel strength and yield stress will be equal (yield 
stress of a real fluid is the intercept of the shear stress – shear rate plot on 
the shear stress axis). 
According to API 13B and ISO 10414-1, yield point (in Pa) is defined as: 
0.48 (2x300 dial reading – 600 reading) using a direct-indicating, 
rotational viscometer (shear rate range from 511 sec-1 to 1022 sec-1). 
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List of Abbreviations and Symbols 

Abbreviations 

AASHTO American Association of State and Highway Transportation Officials 
ACI American Concrete Institute 
API American Petroleum Institute 
ASTM  American Society for Testing and Materials International 
Caltrans California Department of Transporatation 
CEN European Committee for Standardization 
CIRIA Construction Industry Research and Information Association (UK organisation) 
DAfStb Deutscher Ausschuss für Stahlbeton (German Committee for Structural Concrete) 
DFI Deep Foundations Institute 
DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung (German Institute for Standardization) 
EFFC European Federation of Foundation Contractors 
FHWA Federal Highway Administration 
FPS Federation of Piling Specialists (UK) 
GEC Geotechnical Engineering Circular (FHWA) 
ICE Institution of Civil Engineers (UK Professional Body) 
ISO International Organization for Standardization  
QA/QC Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

Symbols 

a minimum clear spacing between reinforcement bars 
cmin minimum concrete cover according to structural or execution requirements 
cnom nominal concrete cover = cmin + Dcdev (to be considered in design) 
Dcdev allowance in design for construction tolerance 
Ddc additional allowance in reinforcement cage design for installation 
db-t distance from bottom of excavation to tremie pipe outlet 
D dimension (diameter or thickness) of excavation or concrete element 
Dfinal diameter of the final spread of the concrete achieved in a slump flow test 
Dmax maximum nominal upper aggregate size  
Dnom nominal excavation dimension, defined by excavation tool dimensions 
Ds reinforcement bar diameter 
Ds,n substitute diameter for a bundle of ‘n’ reinforcement bars  
DT internal diameter of tremie pipe 
h1, h 2 embedment of tremie pipe before (h1) and after (h2) tremie pipe is cut 
hc concrete level in excavation 
hc,T concrete level in tremie pipe (= hydrostatic balance point) 
hF fluid level in excavation 
k factor which takes into account the activity of a Type II addition 
μ,μp dynamic viscosity, plastic viscosity 
pi,T hydrostatic pressure inside tremie pipe 
po, pi hydrostatic pressure outside (po) and inside (pi) the excavation 
sT section length of tremie pipe section to cut  
tfinal time for concrete to reach final spread in slump flow test 
t shear stress 
t0 yield stress 
𝛶      shear rate 
gW         water density. g is typically used for unit weight rg where r is density. 
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1 GENERAL 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 
‘Support fluid’ in Civil Engineering is a generic term used for materials that are manufactured and mixed 
with water to produce a compound that will support the sides of open and deep excavations for filling 
with tremie concrete. Support fluids are sometimes referred to as ‘muds’ and ‘slurries’ but this Guide only 
uses the term ‘support fluid’. 
 
Support fluids are an essential element in deep foundation construction, intrinsically linked to other parts 
of the construction process as shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1 Deep Foundation Construction Elements 

James: Delete different colours and 3 boxes at bottom. Change order to: 
Geotechnical at 12 o’clock, then clockwise, excavation, support fluid,concrete design, concrete 

manufacture,Sustainability, Health, Quality 
 
Bentonite support fluids have been used for over sixty years for the temporary support of excavations 
such as bored piles and diaphragm walls. Over this time the size and depth of foundation elements 
constructed using support fluids has increased significantly leading to increased excavation and 
concreting periods. In addition, there have been developments in excavation technology including 
hydromills so that rock materials can be excavated. Polymer support fluids have been developed more 
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recently and have also been used successfully on a wide variety of projects.  Successful use of all support 
fluids requires that their properties are fully understood and managed. 
 
In Europe and North America, support fluids are normally based on bentonite clay, polymers (natural or 
synthetic) or a blend of bentonite and polymer. Depending on the available raw materials and 
equipment, very specific properties can be achieved. These will change during the execution phases. 
Standards in Europe and North America require certain criteria for a support fluid to be met for use, re-
use and for concreting. However, these Normative Standards may not be sufficient to allow consultants, 
designers and contractors to resolve the complex issue of controlling the fluid properties in order to not 
only reliably support an excavation but also to avoid materially affecting the concrete end product. 
 
The key functions and requirements of a support fluid are: 
 

• to maintain the stability of the excavation 
• to flow easily as a liquid, with appropriate fluid properties 
• to be readily displaced by concrete during concreting operations 
• to retain their properties over time (should not react detrimentally with the soil physically or 

chemically) 
• to manage the suspended particles  
• to not react with concrete, considering both harm to the fluid and to the concrete 
• achieve high shaft friction for load bearing elements 
• to be economic (have a reasonable global price with regard to the base material as well as the 

production, control and disposal) 
 
 
The technology for support fluids used in foundation works has largely evolved from experience in the 
Oil and Gas Industry where key requirements include ensuring the hole stability, allowing the best drilling 
rate to be achieved and removing the cuttings efficiently.  
 
Fluency with support fluid properties is essential to ensure the quality of the completed works. This must 
include a sound technical understanding of the requirements for the whole process from site investigation, 
through excavation equipment, fluid preparation and use, the use of the excavated soil and the removal 
of used fluids. 
 
The successful use of support fluids also requires a basic understanding of geotechnical principles and 
properties, training, on site experience and, crucially, documentation covering all the areas of use.  

 

1.2 Background 
 
In 2014, the EFFC and DFI carried out a joint review of problems in bored piles (drilled shafts) and 
diaphragm walls cast using tremie methods. A Task Group was established and the 1st Edition of the 
"EFFC/DFI Guide to Tremie Concrete for Deep Foundations" was published in 2016. The 2nd Edition was 
then published in 2018. Whilst the 1st Edition included recommendations on support fluid properties, it 
was clear to the Tremie Concrete Task Group that the preparation, characteristics and testing of support 
fluids required far greater discussion and review as the support fluid has a direct impact on the quality 
and integrity of the final product in that the concrete and the support fluid are inextricably linked. 
 
A Support Fluid Task Group was established in 2017 comprising Designers, Suppliers. Academics and 
Specialist Contractors, and this Guide is the output from the Task Group.  
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1.3 Purpose and Scope 
 
To promote good practice in the use of support fluids for the construction of deep foundations, this Guide 
sets out the latest understanding of the behaviour of support fluids and also presents experiences drawn 
from recent research and case histories from around the world (Jefferis & Lam, 2013). 
 
The purpose of this Guide is to present current understanding on bentonite, other clays, polymers and 
blended systems, including the advantages and limitations, in order to allow informed selection of the 
optimum technical solution(s) for the conditions on each individual worksite. This Guide does not 
recommend any particular type of support fluid as each worksite has specific characteristics and 
requirements. 

This 1st Edition presents acceptance values for drilling fluids as given in commonly used Standards. With 
generous industry support, a detailed data acquisition study will commence in 2019 with visits to sites in 
both North America and Europe. Based on the findings of this study, it is hoped to give further detailed 
recommendations for management and control of bentonite, polymer and blended fluids and these will 
be contained in the 2nd Edition which is scheduled for publication in 2021/2022. 

This Guide will assist individuals and corporations involved in the procurement, design, and construction 
of deep foundations including Owners/Clients, Designers, General Contractors, Academics and Specialist 
Contractors. It is intended as a practical addition to existing standards, not a substitute. Project 
Specifications, Standards and Codes should always take precedence. 
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2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 

2.1 Introduction 
 
The effect of support fluids on the performance of piles and diaphragm wall elements must be considered 
at the design stage. The type of support fluid can have a significant effect on both the geotechnical and 
the structural performance and this has to be considered at the start of the design process and allowed 
for and/or mitigated accordingly. 
 
It is essential that high quality and rigorous construction methodology, specific to the support fluid being 
used, is developed and adhered to. This will minimize the effect of the support fluid on the performance 
of the foundation element in both the temporary and permanent condition, but will not eliminate all 
adverse effects and risks to the design.  
 

2.2 Site Investigation 
 
The selection and performance of the support fluid and the excavation equipment are dependent on the 
ground conditions.  There are a range of support fluids available and the ground conditions can affect 
the final choice. The selection of excavation methods involving augers, buckets, grabs or reverse/direct 
circulation methods also depends on the ground conditions.  In turn the type of excavation equipment 
affects the choice of support fluid. 
 
To help this selection process it is essential that a suitably scoped contract site investigation is carried out 
to provide data at tender stage.   
 
Table 1 sets out the deep foundation element construction stages and the main effects that the ground 
has on the support fluid.  The key soil/rock properties are also listed for these stages. These main effects 
are discussed in detail in different sections of the guide and the relevant sections are listed in Table 1.    
 
Table 1 Site investigation information needed to assist with support fluid selection  

Construction Stage Soil/rock properties 
required from the site 
investigation 

Interactions  Guide 
Section 

Environmental 
impacts. 

Permeability and jointing. 

Watertable levels, flow 
rates, artesian conditions, 
etc. 

Groundwater may be used for drinking 
water and could be affected by the 
support fluids. 

4.4 

Support Fluid 
Mixing. 

Ground water chemistry. 

Local water supply 
chemistry. 

Mixing water chemistry can change the 
support fluid properties. 

4.6 

Excavation. 
 

Soil and groundwater 
characteristics, including 
utilities. 

Guide wall and working platform 
stability. 
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Note: Site investigation may be best served by using two different drilling/sampling methods in order to 
identify the entire soil column; this benefits both the design engineer and the contractor tendering. Boring 
logs showing blanks and poor recovery lead to questions marks and increased risks. CPT, sonic sampling and 
instrumented blind drilling can complement basic split spoon sampling and SPT’s. Incidents occurring during 
the site investigation works such as fluid loss or unusual casing advancement must be reported on the boring 
logs. 

Annex B.3 of EN 1997-2 and FHWA GEC #10 give detailed recommendations for the required scope 
of Site Investigations.  
 

2.3 Support Fluid Functions 
 
The fundamental purpose of a support fluid is to maintain stability of the excavation throughout the 
excavation process and until the support fluid has been replaced by concrete.  For some types of 
excavating equipment such as a hydromill the fluid has an additional role to carry the cuttings from the 
hydromill head to the separation plant. 

 Soil/rock classification 
and mechanical 
properties. 

Affects selection of digging equipment. 5.3 

 Soil/rock permeability 
(including cavities and 
karsts). 

Affects fluid loss and trench stability. 

Affects filter cake thickness and shaft 
resistance. 

2.4 

 

2.5 

 Soil/rock type. Fine grained soils and rocks remain in 
suspension. 

5.4 

 Ground water chemistry 
and soil contamination. 

During excavation the groundwater and 
soil particles can mix with the support 
fluid, which can change the support fluid 
properties. 

5.4 

 Soft and weak soils such 
as peat and alluvium. 

Localised areas of instability below 
guide walls and casings may require 
pre-treatment. 

 

Base cleaning. The properties of the end 
bearing stratum affect the 
cleaning tools. 

The design requirements for pile end 
bearing affects the base cleaning. 

5.3 

Concreting.  Base debris.  

Interface layer.  

Base debris contributes to the interface 
layer and inclusions. 

5.6 

Recycling and 
desanding the 
support fluid. 

Soil grading.  Silts and clays are hard to remove from 
contaminated mineral support fluids. 

 

5.5 

Disposal. Soil grading. Support fluids contaminated with clay 
are harder to clean and have to be 
disposed of in larger quantities. 

5.7 
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The hydrostatic pressure head of fluid within the excavation helps to ensure stability by providing a 
stabilizing pressure at the face of the excavation and by counteracting the destabilizing head pressure 
of the groundwater in the soil around the excavation. To be effective, the stabilizing pressure must act at 
the fluid-soil interface or within a very short distance (in the order of a few cm) into the soil.  If the fluid 
pressure does not act at or close to the soil face, there is a risk of progressive sloughing of soil at the 
face.   
 
Fluids can include water or water mixed with additives such as minerals (bentonite) or polymer.  The 
additives are used to help contain the fluids within the hole and minimize fluid loss through seepage out 
through the face of the excavation, thereby allowing the positive head pressure to be maintained.  Water 
mixed with additives to alter the fluid properties is often referred to as “slurry” or “mud” and the 
construction technique is sometimes referred to as “slurry drilling” or “fluid supported excavation”.   
 
Plain water can provide a stabilizing influence if the water head can be maintained within the excavation 
(see Section 4.7). Water can also function as a drilling fluid to convey drill cuttings as for example with 
reverse circulation drill tools.  A major limitation exists with plain water as a support fluid because the 
fluid escapes quickly into permeable soils and therefore the net positive pressure inside the excavation 
is lost and the water pressure within the adjacent soil increases.  The effective pressure in the adjacent 
soil becomes very small.  This leads to sloughing of non-cohesive soil at the face of the excavation. Water 
is therefore only suitable as a means of counteracting groundwater for excavations within cohesive or 
cemented soils or rocks that are inherently stable without a stabilizing pressure within the excavation or 
for cased excavations.   

 
Bentonite Fluids 

 
Bentonite clay is the most commonly used mineral additive for support fluid, with a long history of use in 
oilfield drilling applications.  Bentonite is a clay composed primarily of montmorillonite clay minerals 
which can absorb water to many times their own weight.  When added to water, relatively small amounts 
of bentonite form a colloidal mixture with the effect of increasing the viscosity of the fluid over that of 
water, along with a small increase in unit weight.  Besides the viscosity and unit weight, bentonite has the 
beneficial property of forming a filter cake on the face of the excavation which acts to restrict fluid loss 
into the surrounding soil and allow a positive hydrostatic head to be maintained within the excavation. 
The filter cake forms as the bentonite particles are filtered out of the fluid as the hydrostatic head within 
the excavation drives the fluid into the surrounding permeable soil. 
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Figure 2 Surface and Deep filtration  

 

This filter cake will consist of bentonite and excavated soil.  Filter cake formation can be expected to be 
effective in sealing fine to medium grained soils with relatively little penetration of bulk fluid into the soil. 
The filter cake characteristics are influenced by the amount of native clays, silt, and sand that is present 
in the support fluid.  High solids contents can lead to thick filter cakes. Filter cakes do not normally form 
on low permeability soils such as clay. 
 
In more open soils such as coarse sands, gravels or fissured grounds the support fluid penetrates into the 
soil until it comes to a standstill as a result of clogging of the soil with solids in the support fluid (bentonite 
and excavated soil suspended in the fluid) and gelling of the support fluid.  A filter cake then forms on 
the clogged soil to form an interface between the fluid in the excavation and the surrounding soil. Sand 
may be added to the support fluid to promote clogging by deep filtration. {Hutchison et al 1963] 

 
Besides the filter cake formation, rheological blocking provides another mechanism to restrict fluid loss in 
more open soils and those with fissures, for example, in chalk. Rheological blocking is the process whereby 
the support fluid continues to penetrate until its gel strength acting over the fluid wetted soil can restrain 
the differential pressure between support fluid and the external groundwater. In open soils or fissures, 
penetration distances can be substantial unless, as usually happens, sealing is helped by mechanical 
blocking by solids in the support fluid (surface and deep filtration). With rheological blocking, the support 
pressure initially acts some distance into the soil, until over time a filter cake develops at the excavation 
face formed by the penetrated fluid. The penetrated fluid will have some permeability. 

 
Polymer Fluids 
 
Polymers are increasingly used as support fluids in construction worldwide, and these materials present 
different behaviour compared to bentonite support fluid. The polymers are often synthetic long chain or 
high molecular weight (typically partially hydrolysed polyacrylamides, or PHPAs) though as presented in 
this Guide, other types of polymers can be used. Within the polymer types, different performance 
requirements can also be accepted.  

 
High molecular weight synthetic polymers 

 
Synthetic polymers are long chain-like hydrocarbon molecules, which interact with each other, with the 
soil and with the water to effectively increase the viscosity of the fluid. The appearance of the polymer 
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fluid is that of a slippery, slimy viscous liquid. A scanning electron micro-photograph of a polymer fluid 
magnified to 800 times its actual size is shown in Figure 3a.  
 
The support fluid function then relies on a combination of factors: 

 
- viscosity of the polymer to control the flow rate into the formation 
- ability to form a membrane at the face of the excavation 
- pore blocking and surface filtration of the solids put into suspension during the drilling operation 

 
The main process limiting fluid loss and maintaining hydrostatic pressure is the viscosity of the polymer 
fluid and the viscous drag. Polymeric strands tend to form a three dimensional lattice structure assimilated 
as a membrane (Figure 3b) Viscosity and viscous drag will significantly reduce the effective conductivity 
of the permeable soil by polymer. However, some fluid loss into the surrounding soil is inevitable and 
fluids may need to be added throughout the duration of the works until concreting to maintain the excess 
hydrostatic head that provides support and stability. 
 
Although some polymer support fluids can form a membrane, at the soil face, with pure PHPAs the 
formation of a filter cake at the face of excavation tends to be more limited than with bentonite fluids 
as PHPA fluids are operated at much lower suspended solids contents than bentonite fluids (the bentonite 
clay contributes to the solids content of a bentonite fluid). PHPA fluid viscosity also limits penetration.  
Whilst thin, the cake that does form may be effective in sealing the excavation face with a similar 
mechanism as exists with bentonite support fluid. The thin cakes characteristic of PHPA fluids appear to 
provide benefit in terms of the bond strength at the concrete/soil interface for load bearing foundation 
elements such as bored piles.  
 
The long polymer chains are damaged by aggressive pumping. 

 
Natural modified polymers 

  
Shorter molecular weight polymers such as modified celluloses (e.g. polyanionic celluslose, PAC) have 
been successfully used in the reverse circulation process (e.g. hydromill), especially where challenging 
chemically aggressive ground conditions are encountered. Though pure polymer mixes with PAC were 
used, the specification on the fluid remained driven by the excavation process and acceptance values 
applied for bentonite can be used with success. In such systems, PAC is less sensitive to soil and water 
chemistry, and the resulting soil/polymer system allows a thin controlled filter cake to be formed which 
participates in the stabilization process. 
 
The short polymer chains are not normally damaged by the pumping operations. 
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Figure 3b Synthetic Polymers Used in Support Fluids 
 

Figure 3a Scanning electron micro-
photograph of Polymer drilling fluid (photo 

courtesy of Univ. of Missouri-Columbia) 
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2.4 Temporary Stability 
 
The basic principle of a support fluid to provide excavation stability is that the fluid must provide a net 
pressure within the excavation which is always greater than the sum of the earth pressure and horizontal 
pressure due to surcharge in the surrounding soil.  The net fluid pressure is the difference between the 
fluid pressure within the excavation and the external groundwater pressure. 
 
This net fluid pressure  provides a stabilizing effect to the face of the excavation.  A net pressure of plain 
water above the groundwater level can provide a stabilizing effect. If, however, the soil has high 
permeability water will typically flow out into the surrounding soil so that the stabilizing excess head is 
lost. The addition of bentonite or polymer admixtures to water facilitates the maintenance of a stabilizing 
head by controlling fluid loss from the excavation into the formation as described in Section 2.3.   
 
Any flow of groundwater into the excavation will exert a destabilizing effect which can cause collapse 
and careful maintenance of the fluid head and quality is essential to minimise this risk.  Soils with significant 
cohesion (clays or cemented soils) may appear to be inherently stable but the inflow of groundwater 
through granular or weakly cemented layers may result in loss of stability unless suitable support fluids 
are used.   
 
In planning the construction process to maintain a stabilizing fluid head pressure it is critical that the 
groundwater head in the surrounding soil is known with confidence.  Sometimes different strata may 
contain groundwater heads at different levels due to artesian conditions or perched watertables - each 
condition within the profile represents a situation for which the support fluid must provide a stabilizing 
head pressure within the excavation. 
 
If the support fluid is contained within the excavation with an effective membrane at the excavation 
sidewall and/or with minimal penetration into the surrounding soil, then the full hydrostatic pressure acts 
on the face as illustrated in Figure 4.  Bentonite fluid forms a membrane by the filter cake at the 
excavation face. With polymer fluid, the membrane can effectively be formed if the fluid properties are 
sufficient to produce a high seepage gradient over a short distance close to the excavation face, or when 
the support fluid encapsulates soil fines creating a thin filter cake.  
 

 
 

Figure 4 Hydraulic Support with Full Membrane Effect (schematic only – not to scale) 
 
If there is insufficient membrane or high fluid loss, the support fluid will penetrate into the formation. In 
this case only a part of the supporting force is transferred within the relevant failure body and the 
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effective supporting force will be reduced significantly. In the extreme case fluid penetration into the 
surrounding soil occur may extend beyond the theoretical failure body of soils. 
 
Neither a perfect membrane nor a maximum penetration governed only by rheological properties is 
observed. For coarse grained soils or gravels with high permeability, particles suspended in the support 
fluid due to excavation operations or added intentionally to assist pore blocking can often form a filter 
cake inside the formation. This results in reduced penetration rates and shifts the support forces closer to 
the excavation wall. A fuller discussion on the issues described above is given in Appendix A. 
 
A range of calculation methods has been developed that attempt to assess the theoretical destabilising 
pressures exerted by the surrounding ground on a fluid filled excavation. Such calculation methods are 
useful but should be used with caution and are no substitute for relevant experience and some basic rules. 
In typical construction conditions, an excess hydrostatic pressure provided by 2 m to 3 m [7 ft to 10 ft] of 
support fluid head is usually sufficient to maintain stability during excavation. The ICE SPERWALL 

recommends a minimum 2 m [7 ft] excess head (the difference between the fluid level and the 
groundwater level). 
  
Soil arching effect plays an important role in transferring stress around the open excavation so that the 
lateral stress provided by the support fluid is predominantly required to prevent localized collapse in 
the soil close to the excavation opening. This is only relevant for relatively short excavation lengths, but 
within the length of most diaphragm wall panels. 
 
ARCHING EFFECT 
 

Arching is an important concept for understanding excavation stability, and how the techniques described 
above can be effectively employed in construction.  When a circular vertical hole or a rectangular 
diaphragm wall panel is excavated in soil, arching allows the in-situ lateral stresses in the ground to be 
transferred around the opening so that the opening can be maintained (Figure 5).  Even with the use of 
casing or drilling fluids for support, the majority of the lateral stresses in the ground must transfer around 
the hole. 

 
 

Figure 5 Arching Effect on a Rectangular Diaphragm Wall and a Circular Vertical Hole. 
 

As the excavation is advanced, the soil around the hole moves inward slightly, thereby allowing lateral 
stress to be transferred via arching around the hole as shown on the right in Figure 5.  This transfer of 

Reduced horizontal stress after pile 
excavation due to soil arching, 
which develops as soil moves 

inward. 
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radial stress to tangential stress around the hole allows a small amount of fluid pressure or casing support 
to stabilize the excavation.   
 
This effect was demonstrated in the famous “trap-door experiment” described by Terzaghi (1936), in which 
he measured the force required to support a trap door in the bottom of a sand-filled box.  His 
measurements demonstrated that the force required to support the trap door diminished as the door was 
slightly opened as a result of interlocking soil particles acting to redistribute the stress around the door.  
The force was observed to diminish to a much smaller magnitude for dense sand than for loose sand 
(Figure 6), an effect that was recognized as the more effective arching in the stronger soil.  As the door 
progressively opened further, the arching collapsed and the force on the door returned to levels near 
the original values. 
 
Similar principles are at work during excavation of a bored pile (drilled shaft) or diaphragm wall panel.  
The stabilizing radial stress provided by 3 m [10ft] of fluid head pressure is relatively low (about 30 
kPa or 4 psi) compared to in-situ lateral earth pressures, but is observed to be effective at maintaining 
stability because this stress is typically sufficient to support the soil to the point of maintaining the arching 
effect (Washbourne 1985). 
 
Experienced constructors know that denser soil is more easily stabilized than loose soils, and the reason 
for this observation is partly explained by arching.  Looser soils will also require greater inward 
displacement to develop arching.  A small diameter hole is more forgiving than a larger diameter hole, 
because arching is more easily accomplished. For the same reasons, piles are less problematic than 
diaphragm wall trenches.  As Terzaghi’s trap door experiment demonstrates, if the radial support is 
insufficient or too much inward movement occurs, collapse of the soil can occur. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6 Effect of Soil Type on the Excavation Stabilization (Terzaghi, 1936). 

where  Q = force required to restrain trap door (originally reported in kg force) 
∆h = opening displacement of trap door (mm) 

 
The stability of the fluid filled trench can be assessed using the method described by Davies et al (1980) 
following the principles adopted in Huder, J. (1972). The method assumes that the soil can create a stable 
arch around the trench opening, with only the half-cylinder of soil within the arch exerting a pressure onto 
the support fluid in the trench. Terzaghi’s silo theory is used to calculate residual forces from the half-
cylinder that need to be resisted by the support fluid allowing for vertical shear development around the 
perimeter of the arch. The model considered in shown in Figure 7.  
 

C1 Dense sand

C2 Loose sand
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Figure 7 Soil Arch Adjacent to the Trench. 
 

Stability of the Final Element in Closed Systems 
 
Where an excavation is made through permeable strata in a closed system (e.g. access shaft) it is likely 
that a pumping well within the shaft will be necessary to relieve piezometric pressure and retain the 
stability of the closing panel excavation, during its construction. Where such soils are saturated only a 
small flow of filtrate from the fluid into the soil will cause a rise of pore pressure in the soil. This increase 
will occur more readily where the permeable stratum is capped above and below by impermeable 
layers. Relief of any excess pore pressure by pumping ensures an adequate differential head of support 
fluid and allows the closing panel excavation in stable conditions. (Puller, 2003) 

 

2.5 Shaft Resistance and Base Resistance 
 

There is no specific guidance in European or North American standards that recommends how to take 
account of the potential effect of the support fluid on the geotechnical capacity of piles and diaphragm 
walls, but it is essential that this is considered as part of the design process. A full scale trial can be used 
for the capacity assessment , as discussed in Section 6. In any trials, the fluid properties, method of 
construction, and time excavations are open should mirror those to be used in the main works e.g. trial 
excavation should be with used support fluid. 
 
With piles and/or barrettes, it is good practice to carry out full scale pile load tests to check the actual 
capacity of the piles. It is normally not possible to carry out load tests on diaphragm walls.  Where full 
scale tests are carried out, it is essential that suitable methods and control parameters are used and 
documented for the tests, and that these methods are maintained throughout construction of production 
elements to ensure the validity of the tests.  
 
The effect of bentonite on the shaft resistance and base resistance of piles and diaphragm walls is 
reasonably well known (Fleming and Sliwinski 1991). Considerable attention should be paid to minimizing the 
thickness of filter cake when using mineral support fluids. Figure 8 shows an example of a filter cake. The 
thin light brown section of the filter cake on the face of the concrete panel was formed prior to  concreting 
when the support fluid solids content was low and the cake it produced was of low permeability. The 
thicker grey filter cake formed during the excavation process when the cake permeability and fluid solids 
content were higher.  This filter cake was formed during a diaphragm wall panel excavated using a 
grab.  Similar cakes have been formed with the hydromill.  The fluid from the bentonite slurry can be 
seen to have infiltrated into the adjacent sandy soil.  The effect of polymer fluids on shaft and base 

Soil Arch L/2 

Trench Length L 
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resistance is becoming better understood, and early research suggests that , in permeable soils, the 
adverse effects on shaft resistance are less severe than when using bentonite (Lam et al, 2010).  
 
 

 
Figure 8 Photograph of bentonite cake from diaphragm wall panel, showing a 1mm [0.04 in] clayey, light 
brown, concreting cake.and a 19 mm [0.75 in] grey sand clay digging cake  
 
Adequate base cleaning is essential to ensure good base resistance, regardless of whether mineral or 
polymer support fluids are used. The end bearing capacity of piles and diaphragm wall panels is 
affected by the presence of debris and support fluid left behind as part of the construction process. 
Appropriate levels of base cleanliness should be discussed and agreed at the project design stage and 
verified accordingly on site. A range of methods for checking base cleanliness is available and some 
examples are provided in FHWA  #10 and in ICE SPERWALL.  

 
Base cleanliness criteria should be established to be practically achievable while also considering the 
design and intended use of the piles.  For piles that do not rely on base resistance, no more than 75 mm 
(3 in) of sediment should be present at the base of the excavation to reduce the risk of soil inclusions 
within the pile concrete.  More restrictive criteria should be used for elements that derive substantial 
resistance from base resistance.  Research has shown than minor amounts of sediment (e.g. less than 10 
mm or 0.4 in) tend to be displaced towards the outer edges of the pile excavation and have little effect 
on mobilization of base resistance as long as proper concrete placement methods are used.   
 

2.6 Structural Design  
 
In the structural design of piles and diaphragm walls constructed under support fluid, the effect of the 
support fluid and concrete flow patterns on the bond between the reinforcement and the concrete must 
be considered (Jones, 2004; Jones, 2005; Bowen, 2014, Costello, 2018; Costello et al., 2019). 
 

Concreting cake -
light brown - clayey 

Fluid infiltrating 
into sandy soil 

Digging cake - 
grey - sandy clay 
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Current industry guidelines do not adequately address the reduction in rebar bond strength that may 
result from tremie placement of concrete in fluid filled excavations. The Task Group Members have no 
knowledge of deep foundation failures related to this issue. Recent research findings suggest 
development lengths should be increased for tremie-placed concrete using mineral or polymer fluids 
(Costelloe et al 2019). Further research is required to determine what values are appropriate and tests on 
individual bars may not fully represent the situation within a reinforcement cage. Further consideration of 
this issue is outside the scope of this Guide. 
 
The area of design relating to support fluid is covered tentatively in EN 1992-1 where Section 8.4.2 
recommends using factored bond capacity based on ‘quality of bond condition’.  
  
Possible methods to reduce the negative effects of the support fluid affecting the concrete/reinforcement 
bond performance include: 
 

• staggering rebar splices and positioning splices in low or near zero moment regions 
• using mechanical couplers, or 
• increasing lap splice and development lengths according to support fluid type (Costello et al., 2019).  

 
It is essential that reinforcement congestion be minimized as this is a main contributor to poor concrete 
flow through the reinforcing cage. The minimum reinforcement bar spacing and maximum rebar density 
should be strictly maintained in accordance with applicable Standards (e.g. EN 1536, EN 1538, ACI 318 
and ACI 336).  
 
The EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide contains a detailed discussion on structural design issues in Section 
2 and Appendix E. 
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3 PROPERTIES OF SUPPORT FLUIDS 
 

Support fluid properties are characterized by a series of tests that are used both for fluid management 
during the execution of the work and as a Quality Control protocol. 
 
The order of importance and emphasis will vary according to the type of support fluid considered. Three 
different classes of support fluid (see Section 4) require a separate analysis of their properties and 
subsequent range of values to be attached to them. The three classes are: 
 

• mineral (e.g. bentonite) 
• natural (e.g. gum), and modified natural polymer (e.g. CMC and PAC) used alone or blended 

with bentonite 
• synthetic polymer (e.g. PHPA) – usually used alone 

 

3.1 Rheology 
 
Rheology is the study of the deformation and the flow of materials under the effect of applied stresses. 
The rheology of support fluids influences many aspects of their behaviour including: 
 

• pumping the fluid to and from the excavation 
• surge pressures in an excavation as a tool is raised and lowered 
• draining of the fluid from the tool as it is raised from the excavation 
• penetration of the support fluid into the adjacent soil 
• sedimentation of excavated soil in the support fluid  
• displacement of the support fluid from reinforcing bars and the walls of the excavation by rising 

concrete during concreting 
• removal of soil at the separation plant 

 
Fluid rheology can have secondary impacts including: 
 

• filter cake thickness and possible detrimental effects on shaft resistance 
• excavation stability 
• disposal of unwanted fluid on completion of the works 

 
The flow behaviour of support fluids can be investigated by plotting shear stress as a function of shear 
rate. Figure 9 shows shear stress - shear rate plots for some idealised flow types with examples of fluids 
that may show these rheologies. 
 
As per standard practice, the Apparent Viscosity, Plastic Viscosity and Yield Stress values are measured 
and provided according to ISO 10414-1:2008, Part 1, using a two speed rheometer, at 300 and 600 
rpm. 
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Figure 9 Fluid Rheologies 

 
Rheological Models 
 
It is useful to develop models to fit rheological data such as the profiles shown in Figure 9.  Some 
basic models are considered in the following sections working from the most basic to the more 
complex. 
  
Newtonian Fluids  
 

The flow behaviour of Newtonian fluids in laminar flow can be described by a simple one parameter 
model: 

𝜏 = 𝜇𝛾 
 
where 𝜏 is the shear stress, 𝛾 is the shear rate and 𝜇 is the viscosity of the fluid. 
 
Water and mineral oils are examples of Newtonian fluids. 
 
Bingham Fluids  
 

Some fluids show both liquid and solid-like behaviours.  The most basic model for such fluids is the Bingham 
model: 

𝜏 = 𝜏8 + 𝜇:𝛾 
 
where 𝜏8 is the yield stress and 𝜇: is the plastic viscosity. 
 
The Bingham model is commonly used to describe bentonite fluids though these actually show more 
complex flow behaviour including time dependent effects as described below. 
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Power Law Model 
 

For some fluids, including solutions of many polymers, the shear stress-shear rate relationship can be 
described by a power law model: 

𝜏 = 𝑚𝛾< 
 
where 𝑚 and n are two curve fitting parameters. 𝑚 is known as the fluid consistency coefficient and 𝑛 
the flow behaviour index.   
 
For a Newtonian fluid, 𝑛 = 1 and 𝑚 becomes the viscosity.  For pseudoplastic polymer solutions n is less 
than 1.  As a detail, n > 1 gives a shear thickening behaviour. 
 
Because of the convex curvature of the shear stress-shear rate plot for power law fluids with n < 1, they 
have an apparent yield stress – at any finite shear rate, a tangent to the plot will not pass through the 
origin (see Figure 10).  Hence they are known as pseudoplastic fluids.  Typically, data for PHPA solutions 
can be fitted to a power law model though the model is not appropriate for very low or very high shear 
rates.  At very low shear rates where molecular interactions are not disturbed by flow, the fluid viscosity 
tends to a constant value.  At very high shear rates where shearing dominates molecular interactions, the 
solution viscosity tends towards that of the solvent (water for PHPA support fluids).  The difference in 
viscosity between very low and very high shear rates can be very substantial from a few hundred to over 
one million. 
 
Figure 10 shows the yield stress and plastic viscosity for a generalised rheological flow curve of non-
Newtonian fluids. 
 

 

Figure 10 Rheological Parameters for a Generalised Non-Newtonian Fluid 
 
From Figure 10: 
 

• Plastic viscosity is the slope of a tangent to the shear stress-shear rate plot at any given shear 
rate. For mineral fluids, polymer fluids and non-Newtonian fluids in general, this slope will be a 
function of shear rate and thus the shear rate should be stated when citing plastic viscosity values.   
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• Yield stress is the intercept on the shear stress axis of the tangent to the shear stress - shear rate 
plot. As for plastic viscosity, the modelled yield stress, will be shear rate dependent. 

 
• Apparent viscosity is the viscosity obtained if the fluid is assumed to be Newtonian.  It is therefore 

the slope of a line from the origin to the shear stress-shear rate plot. With the exception of 
Newtonian fluids, apparent viscosity will vary with shear rate and thus the shear rate should be 
stated when citing plastic viscosity values.   

 
• Just as the apparent viscosity is the viscosity obtained by assuming a fluid is Newtonian, plastic 

viscosity, μp and the yield stress, t0 are the Bingham model parameters if the fluid is assumed to 
follow the Bingham model. 

 
Time Dependent Effects 
 
Some fluids show a change in rheological properties with time, as a trite example, over time fresh concrete 
transforms from a semi fluid to a solid.  Bentonite support fluids can show stiffening with time.  However, 
the effect is reversible, gel will re-build when the fluid is left quiescent but fluidity is restored on shearing.  
This effect is known as thixotropy. 
 
Thixotropic effects for bentonite support fluids can be demonstrated by measuring the gel strength. For 
the purposes of this guide, gel strength is the stress required to initiate flow in a fluid after standing.  For 
assessment of the thixotrophy of support fluids, gel strength is determined after rest times of 10 seconds 
and 10 minutes using a direct indicating viscometer such as a Fann type viscometer.  It should be noted 
that yield stress 𝜏8 is a notional stress invoked to model the behaviour of fluids in motion and not the 
stress required to initiate flow in a fluid at rest. 
 
Mineral fluids used in deep foundation elements generally have modest viscosity and low gel strength. 
Addition of cellulosic polymer to mineral fluids may increase viscosity but not gel strength. Salt water 
clays such as attapulgite can have higher gel strength than bentonite at similar concentrations. 
 
Although beneficial to excavation stability in coarse soils, gel strength values become significant above 
5 N/m2 [10 lbs/100 ft2] corresponding to a fluid that will suspend solids but with a significant rise in fluid 
density. For polymer fluids with no appreciable gel strength, other approaches to solids management 
must be adopted. 
 
The ideal value of gel strength is that which allows sand and larger particles to settle freely whilst finer 
particles remain in suspension to prevent sedimentation on the reinforcement cage. Given that particle 
size varies widely there is no ideal value of gel strength. Low gel strength fluids are therefore the most 
commonly used. 
 
Gel strength should not be considered as a control criterion. It is, however, useful in fluid management 
procedures and gives a further indication as to what is happening with the fluid. 
 
Use of Rheological Data 
 
Although fluid rheology can have a profound effect on the performance of support fluids it is rare for 
rheological parameters to be used in design calculations (typically worst-case parameters are assumed, 
for example, a plant supplier may state: “this pump can handle fluids of viscosity up to ….” or “this soil-
slurry separation plant can treat fluids with Marsh funnel times up to …. seconds”). Rheological 
parameters such as viscosity, yield stress and gel strength are assessed with standardised instruments and 
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the results appraised against control specifications. Rheological parameters are typically control 
parameters not equipment design parameters (see Section 5.2 on Pumping). 
 
Sedimentation in Support Fluids 
 
The rate of sedimentation in a support fluid will depend on the size of the particle settling and the 
properties of the support fluid.  Table 2 gives indicative settlement rates.  The procedure used to develop 
Table 2 is given in Appendix D. 
 
Table 2 Estimated Spherical Particle Settling Velocities in m/hr (values in italics represent Reynolds numbers 
>1) 
 

Soil type Particle 
size 

Particle 
size 

Settling velocity 
in water, 

viscosity 1 cP  

Settling velocity 
in a Newtonian 
support fluid of 
viscosity       15 

cP 

Settling velocity 
in PHPA 
polymer 

support fluid 

  Microns mm m/hr m/hr m/hr 

CLAY 2 0.002 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 

SILTS 

6 0.006 0.12 <0.1 <0.1 

10 0.01 0.32 <0.1 <0.1 

20 0.02 1.29 <0.1 <0.1 

60 0.06 12 0.8 <0.1 

SANDS 

100 0.1 32 2.2 <0.1 

200 0.2 95 8.6 <0.1 

600 0.6 >200 78 4 

1000 1 >200 170 40 

2000 2 >200 >200 >200 

GRAVELS 

6000 6 >200 >200 >200 

10000 10 >200 >200 >200 

20000 20 >200 >200 >200 
 
Notes:- 
 
Settling velocities less than 0.1 m/hr are shown as <0.1 as particles settling at velocities of 0.1 m/hr and 
less are unlikely to deposit any significant amount of material at the base of an excavation. 
 
Similarly velocities >200 m/hr are shown as >200 as all particles with such velocities are likely to settle 
sufficiently rapidly that they are removed in normal base cleaning operations. 
 
All diameters are Stokes’ diameters i.e. for non-spherical particles diameters are those of the equivalent 
spherical particle with the same settling velocity. 
 

3.2 Support Fluid Tests 
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Control of support fluids requires a range of tests to be carried out as no single test can adequately 
describe the fluid. The various fluid properties are interdependent.  
 
Rheological properties are rarely measured directly on site. A series of simple tests which reflect the 
rheological parameters are carried out as summarized in Table 3. The required range of parameters for 
these tests are often defined in Specifications such as EN 1536, EN 1538, ICE SPERWALL, ACI 336.1, 
FHWA and Caltrans.  Currently used acceptance values are presented in Section 8.3. The test methods 
are described in detail in Appendix B.  
 
 
Table 3 Support Fluid Tests 
 

Property to be measured  Test Method  
Density  (g/ml) Mud balance or precision weighing  
Viscosity (s/qt) Marsh funnel   
Sand content  (% volume) Sand content test 
Filtration loss  (ml after 30 min) API fluid loss test 
Filter cake Thickness (mm at 30min) API fluid loss test 
pH test* Electrical pH meter or pH papers 

 
*Note: pH should be considered an indicator, not an acceptance control. 
 
Portable fluid test kits can be readily obtained. A basic fluid test kit is fine for a crew on location to test 
basic fluid parameters.  The advanced test kit (Figure 11) with the addition of the 2 speed rheometer is 
more suitable for a trained engineer to examine the rheological parameters of the fluid. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 Figure 11 Advanced Fluid Test Kit 
 
Other tests are available for use in special circumstances and these are described in Appendix B.   
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3.3 Sampling 
 
In order to assess the variation of properties with depth within the excavation, it is necessary to sample 
the fluid at known depth(s). The minimum volume of the sample should be 2 litres. 
 
There are many samplers available incorporating valves and flaps but the majority of these are made 
of plastic to reduce the weight. These lightweight samplers are often unable to penetrate the fluid near 
the base of the excavation due to its high density. 
 
A simple steel sampler is shown in Figure 12. The sampler is suspended by a wire rope which has depth 
marks at one metre intervals allowing accurate assessment of depth. Due to the weight, the rope is 
normally wound on a drum at ground level, mounted on a support frame. The seals between the stoppers 
and the steel pipe must be tight to prevent loss of fluid. This is especially important when sampling 
polymer fluids.  
 

 
Figure 12 Support Fluid Sampler 

 
 
The base section is lowered to the required depth and the drum locked in position. The centre section is 
then allowed to fall down the wire rope. The top cap is then allowed to drop onto the centre section. The 
assembly is winched to the surface and the sample recovered. 
 
Due to the weight of the base section (in the range of 5 kg or 11 lbs), it is possible to sample high density 
fluids at the base of the excavation.  
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The depth at which a support fluid must be sampled is rarely specified except “towards” the bottom of 
the excavation to determine the sand content so as to determine that it is below a maximum specification 
value without consideration of the entire fluid column. This is a very limited view of support fluid sampling, 
since waiting until the end of the excavation process to analyse the condition of the support fluid is 
equivalent to working in the dark. 
 
Retrieving fluid samples at various depth at different intervals in the construction process can provide 
important feedback on the support fluid condition with the opportunity to adjust the properties during the 
process in order to remain within predetermined acceptance values.  For example, the profile of values 
determined during the excavation of the preliminary pile test may become the criteria for the contract 
piles. 
 
It is important to distinguish between fluid sampling for analysis of support fluid quality at the excavation 
stage from the support fluid sampling at the very bottom of the excavation that is part of the bottom 
cleaning evaluation process. 
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4 RAW MATERIALS  
 

4.1 Bentonite 
 
Structure and Composition  
 
Commercial bentonite is composed predominantly of the clay mineral montmorillonite (which belongs to 
the smectite group) together with other types of smectite and other minerals (feldspar, quartz etc). The 
classification is summarised in Figure 13. 
 

 
 

Figure 13 Classification of silicates and bentonites. 
 
The physical properties and characteristics of bentonite are dictated by the montmorillonite (Wright, 1968). In 
the majority of cases bentonites are formed by the alteration of volcanic ash and rocks after intense 
contact to water (Figures 14 and 15). 
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Figure 14 Formation of clays and bentonites.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 15 Example of a bentonite mine. 
 
Minerals of the smectite group form platelets of a few microns in lateral dimensions but only a few 
Angstrom in thickness as shown in Figures 16 and 17. Individual platelets are composed of three layers, 
an octahedral layer comprising of Al, Mg, Fe, O and OH groups, sandwiched between two tetrahedral 
layers with Si-O4 tetrahedrons. Through isomorphic substitution of divalent cations by monovalent cations 
(tri-octahedral smectites) or trivalent cations by bivalent cations (di-octahedral smectites) in the 
octahedral layer as well as Si by Al in the tetrahedral layer, a layer charge is generated. This layer 
charge is counterbalanced by mono- or divalent cations in the interlayer space which link the individual 
platelets into stacks.  
 
Due to the weak charge of the crystalline layers, the interlayer cations, predominately Na, Mg and Ca, 
are exchangeable. One of the most abundant smectite minerals is the di-octahedral montmorillonite 
where part of the Al contained in the octahedral sheets is replaced by Mg and Fe, and further electrical 
charge is generated in the tetrahedral layer by the replacement of Si by Al. 
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Figure 16 Structure of smectite platelets 

 

 
 

Figure 17 Smectite under the electronic microscope 
 

In the natural state, bentonites with calcium (and sometimes magnesium) as the dominant exchangeable 
ion are the most abundant. Naturally occurring sodium bentonites are rare and are isolated to specific 
global locations e.g. Wyoming in North America.  
 
The commercial bentonites available for support fluids are: 
 

• Sodium bentonites (natural or activated) which are used in support fluids based on the local 
availability with essentially the same characteristics. Activated sodium bentonites are Ca or Mg 
bentonites that have been processed industrially to exchange the divalent Ca or Mg cations with 
Na- ions by treatment with soda ash (sodium carbonate). During treatment Ca and Mg are 
precipitated after being replaced by Na- ions from the readily soluble Na-carbonate. After 
modification these bentonites behave as sodium bentonites with high swelling and gelling 
behaviour. 
 

• Bentonite modified by polymers: Many bentonites are treated with different polymers such as 
cellulose derivatives, polyacrylamides or gums to provide better rheological and filtration 

1 m
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behaviour or higher stability in contaminated ground conditions for specific applications or 
projects. 

 
Colloidal Properties of Commercial Bentonites 
 
The most important property of smectite clay minerals for deep foundation construction is the swelling on 
contact to water and the creation of a stable colloidal suspension. This happens with the increasing 
availability of water, the hydration of the ions in the smectite interlayers resulting in a gradual widening 
of the interlayer space and, depending on the amount of water available, two, three or four molecular 
water layers which may penetrate between the silica layers (Figure 18).   
 
Specifically in the presence of Na+, a complete dispersion into isolated layers (silica-alumina-silica units) 
or thin packages of a few layers can occur in water or electrolyte-poor solutions (swelling towards infinite 
dispersion) so producing colloidal sized particles and a colloidal suspension.  
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 18 Interval Between Layers of Calcium and Sodium Montmorillonite 
 
This inner-crystalline swelling can be observed by an increase in volume of the clay minerals which can 
be many times the original volume. Sodium montmorillonites can store large amounts of water in the 
interlayers and on the clay mineral surfaces. Accordingly, a large swelling volume is observed. 
 
The colloidal properties of such bentonite dispersions are controlled by the electrical forces generated 
within the clay mineral platelets and any dissolved and adsorbed electrolytes resulting in a very large 
specific surface area as high as 750 m²/g [260 ft2/oz]. Free swelling, the resulting high surface area 
and a negative layer charge provide desired gelling and sealing properties, binding behaviour, and 
preferred adsorption of cationic molecules.  
 
Clay mineral dispersions with high solid content do not show Newtonian behaviour, rather they show 
plastic flow behaviour (see Figure 9).  Plastic flow behaviour is characterised by the appearance of a 
yield stress (Kelessidis, 2017). In the case of bentonite suspensions, proportionality between shear stress and 
shear rate is typically reached only at high shear rates or not at all. 
 
The flow behaviour of a sodium bentonite dispersion is determined by a number of factors, including (Vali 

& Bachmann, 1988):- 
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• proportion (concentration of clay minerals in the dispersion) 
• features of the clay mineral particles 

- morphology and surface 
- degree of delamination and size 
- layer charge and hydration potential 

• interactions among particles 
- type of counter ions 
- concentration of each counter-ion type 
- pH value 
- additives, such as poly-anions 

 
Depending on the intrinsic properties and the origin of the bentonite, there is a time-dependent flow 
behaviour of bentonites fluids. Some bentonites reach the maximum viscosity in a few minutes after mixing 
and others require several hours or even days (Figure19). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 19 Time dependent hydration process of a 40 sec/qt Marsh bentonite suspension. 
 
These properties are also strongly influenced by the constituents of the makeup water (see Section 4.6).   
 
Supplier Documentation 
 
Bentonite suppliers must supply the Technical Data Sheet and the Material Safety Data Sheet of the 
product being supplied for the works. 
 
The technical data sheet provides information about the product and its performance. The testing 
conditions shall be clearly described and in particular if they differ from the usual API standards. 
 
It is essential that the Supplier defines the type of makeup water, the mixing and hydration time 
considered for the measures as well as the mixing device used to prepare the suspension. These 
parameters influence the overall properties of the bentonite suspension as illustrated in Sections 4.6 and 
5.1.  
 
The end-user needs to carefully read this documentation since the performances obtained on site can 
differ greatly from those given in the Technical Data Sheet. This is particularly true when values have 
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been measured on a suspension prepared according to API procedures i.e. with distilled water as the 
makeup water, after long hydration time (e.g. 16 hours) and high shearing conditions (20 minutes using 
a Hamilton Beach device at 20,000 rpm).   
 
The choice of a bentonite cannot be made based only on the Technical Data Sheet. This document rarely 
provides precise information about the evolution of the bentonite performance e.g. Marsh viscosity, filter 
loss value and yield point at different concentrations and with different makeup waters or exposed to 
typical chemical contamination e.g. cement contamination. If required, complementary laboratory tests 
should be carried out together and/or in parallel with the supplier to develop a complete overview of 
the product’s performance under actual site conditions allowing a safer approach for designing the 
supporting fluid. 
 
Bentonites for support fluids can be classified according to their volume yield and chemical type as 
proposed by the American Petroleum Industry (API) e.g. natural sodium bentonite, activated sodium 
bentonite or non-treated bentonite. 

In the case of deep foundations works, this type of classification does not help the contractor selecting 
the right bentonite quality mainly due to the absence of properties measured in representative site 
conditions e.g. properties of the makeup water and mixing time. 
 
Some bentonite producers have worked closely with contractors to define more representative laboratory 
testing conditions enabling the documentation to be more comprehensive and adapted the Technical 
Datasheet for specific customers. 
 
Bentonite suspensions are then prepared using tap water as the makeup water with an average electric 
conductivity of 500 to 600 µS/cm.  
 
The dispersion and mixing of bentonite is achieved by means of a Rainery type mixer equipped with a 
80mm diameter deflocculating turbine rotating at 1500 rpm. 
 
Mixing time should not exceed 3 minutes to reflect construction sites conditions. 
 
Measuring the viscosity i.e. Marsh viscosity and/or direct-indicating, rotational viscometer as well as other 
performance criteria such as filtrate loss, filter cake or bleeding can be done immediately after mixing, 
1 hour and 24 hours to highlight the behaviour of the product with ageing. This identifies any requirements 
to store the bentonite fluid before use in case of slow swelling bentonite. 
 
Additional performance tests can be added to illustrate the behaviour of the bentonite in the presence 
of contaminants e.g. cement or salt.  
 
Providing information on the minimum concentration of bentonite needed to achieve fluid acceptance 
criteria under actual site conditions should then be preferred to the use of volume yield as used in the Oil 
and Gas Industry. 
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Figure 20 Hamilton Beach Mixer (left) and Rayneri Mixer (right), for laboratory use only 
 

4.2 Polymer 
 
There are hundreds of different polymer products approved for use in the Oil and Gas Industry. Only 
those types commonly used in deep foundation construction are considered in this Section.  
 
Polymers, whether natural, modified natural or synthetic, have been extensively used because of their 
ability to reduce fluid loss and minimize swelling in clays.  
 
Polymer fluids most often use a single type of polymer although blends of polymer may be attractive to 
enhance the fluid capabilities. Multiple charge polymer systems (anionic, nonionic and cationic) are now 
available that can deliver additional performance aspects depending on the soil conditions. 
 
Polymers are available in dry powder form taking 30 minutes to an hour to fully hydrate depending on 
temperature and make-up water quality. Polymers are also available in water/oil emulsion or in brine 
emulsion. Liquid polymers are easier to use at the preparation level with a quick development of viscosity 
but are more expensive on a weight of polymer basis. Also in the case of the water/oil emulsion, 35% 
of the emulsion weight is mineral oil with some surfactants. This may be an issue at the time of disposal. 
 
Natural Polymer (Gum) 
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Guar gum has been in use in water well drilling since the advent of auger bucket drill rigs. Guar gum 
derivatives such as hydroxypropyl guar (HPG) have also been utilized on a regular basis. Guar and 
HPG are good products wherever a risk of major support fluid loss exists since it permits easy cross-
linking which turns the fluid into a thick gel. 
 
Xanthan gum (additive) is a manufactured gum based on bacterial cultures and the pre-cursor of a series 
of gums developed first for the oil field (e.g. Diutan Gum) (Rogers, 1963) but which have found applications 
in the ready-mix concrete industry especially as anti-wash agents (AWA) for under water work and self-
leveling concrete. Some of these polymers are expensive but can act as a bentonite substitute with a 
strong pseudo-plastic behaviour and with the ability to carry sand and fines which is an opportunity to 
have heavier polymer fluids. The molecular weight remains in the low range making these support fluids 
compatible with conventional solids separation plants. Xanthan gum is readily biodegradable and may 
have to be used in conjunction with a preservative. Xanthan gum may turn into a gel when contaminated 
by calcium. 
 
Modified Natural Polymer (CMC and PAC) 
 
Polysaccharide polymers are in the group of cellulosic polymers. These polymers can be nonionic or 
anionic. Carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) is the main type of polymer used in several industries and is 
essentially a good viscosifier which can also improve fluid loss control with various degrees of molecular 
weights, degrees of substitution and viscosities.  CMC’s with a degree of substitution of one or above are 
called poly-anionic cellulose (PAC), have an anionic charge and are also available in a variety of 
molecular weights. 
 
All these polymers are considered bio-degradable but with much less sugar content the bacterial 
degradation is much deferred by comparison to a guar gum and are therefore safe ingredients for 
support fluids. In the past, CMC’s were used only as additives to mineral fluids as a fluid loss reduction 
agent. 
 
Cellulosics such as CMC and HEC (hydroxyethylcellulose) provide viscous fluids without any significant gel 
strength although they offer good lubricity. They will combine with mineral particles (bentonite, soil etc.) 
to form a homogenous fluid while allowing all other particle sizes to settle. Such support fluids produce 
very thin filter cakes and good fluid loss control by allowing suspended fines to participate in the filter 
cake formation. 
 
Pure polymer support fluids with cellulosic derivative have been successfully used with hydromills, 
offering a suitable fluid for drilling, supporting the excavation, controlling filter cake and fluid loss in 
the formation, managing solid controls due to the ability of the polymer to withstand centrifugal pumps, 
hydrocycloning and passing through screen shakers. When using cellulosic polymer with the hydromill, 
the methodology is driven by the reverse circulation process, and similar fluid performance during 
excavation, for re-use and before concreting (viscosity, density, sand content, filtration/cake) to a 
bentonite system are required. This is important to note as it is a major difference between PHPA and 
natural modified polymers. 
 
Synthetic polymer (PHPA) 
 
Partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (PHPA) polymer has become the most common type of polymer 
used in the Oil and Gas Industry. These are sometimes referred to as HPAM. Although a wide range of 
molecular weights are now available, most users are attracted by the highest molecular weight for its 
ability to generate high viscosities. The higher the molecular weight, the better the encapsulation of clays 
and the cleaner the support fluid. These polymers are anionic with a variable charge level that is 
independent of the molecular weight. This charge also has a major role in preventing the dispersion of 
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clay particles. While higher molecular weight PHPA’s function well for bored piles (drilled shafts) and 
diaphragm walls excavated with a grab, they do not function well with hydromills. High molecular weight 
PHPA’s will “blind off” the solids separation equipment associated with hydromills. This results in a 
reduction of the solids separation equipment’s ability to remove solids.  
 
Co-polymerization with vinyl or acrylate and other grafting on the polymer chains adds complexity to 
the polymer arrangement and branching and can now change the basic characteristics of the fluid, 
especially if used in combination with cationic materials. Fluid loss control, fines control, shear stability 
and resistance to environmental contaminants such as salt, VOC’s, hydrocarbons and heavy metals can 
be improved dramatically. 
 
A viscous high molecular weight PHPA is still a lightweight fluid with a specific gravity close to that of 
water that alone without suspended solids does not form a filter cake for fluid loss control but can impart 
various gel strengths depending on the additives and the characteristics required. Originally, the “long 
chain” strands of polymer fluid would not permit the use of reverse circulation systems using a conventional 
solids separation plant with shaker screens. This is no longer the case as polymers are now available, 
generally of lower molecular weight, that are more shear stable and can be used in conjunction with 
conventional solids handling equipment. 
 

4.3 Blended Fluid 
 
The concept of blending mineral particles, commonly bentonite or clay with polymer goes back to the 
late 1960’s. The idea is to realize a blend to obtain a support fluid which gives the advantages of both 
materials and reduces their weaknesses. 
 
Mixing of clay fluid with polymer fluid is a way to realize the advantages of a polymer fluid while 
eliminating the inherent risk of a pure polymer fluid with the creation of a low permeability filter cake. 
The presence of hydrated bentonite particles combining with suspended fines allows for the formation of 
a filter cake. In this case, the polymer must be a lower molecular weight polymer so that no flocculation 
can occur. The continuous phase is the polymer fluid and the bentonite or other clay eventually are 
suspended particles acting exclusively as plugging agents in the filter cake formation process.  
 
A mixture of mineral particles such as clay can be used with high molecular weight synthetic polymer in 
order to increase slightly the fluid density or help in clogging soil porosity and act in preventing fluid loss 
into the formation. 
 
Another possible option consists in associating a polymer to a commercial bentonite to form a bentonite 
polymer blend where the bentonite remains the continuous phase and the polymer helps in improving the 
rheological properties, fluid loss properties and/or resistance to chemical pollution. Pre-blending can be 
carried out by the supplier or be implemented on site at the batching plant. It is important to note that 
many of the bentonite materials being offered are already “blends”. To improve the rheological 
properties of some bentonites and to meet API specification 13A section 5, they have been 
“beneficiated”. “Beneficiated” bentonites have up to 5% polymer by weight of bentonite added to them 
when packaged. Therefore, polymer is already present in the system at normal usage levels without the 
separate addition of polymer. 
 

4.4 Environmental Considerations 
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The use of support fluid requires careful consideration of the environment in which it will be applied. Prior 
to any project it is mandatory to perform an environmental assessment of: 
  

• health and safety in manipulating, handling and storing materials 
• environmental impact of the support fluid on the soil and groundwater 
• handling, storage and disposal of the support fluid and excavated materials 

  
At the preliminary stage of a project, it is important to analyse the situation by considering the type of 
deep foundation to be installed, the geometry of the site, the ground conditions (physical and chemical 
parameters of the soil), the groundwater and surface water chemistry, sensitivity to environmental impact 
(water production, rivers, sea etc.) and the potential previous or preliminary treatment of the soil (e.g. 
anthropic pollution, ground treatment such as pre-grouting or soilmixing). 
  
Through the analysis of environmental regulation and site conditions, the choice of drilling fluid materials 
and additives can be made by considering: 
 

• the technical performance of the fluid 
• the minimisation of fluid volumes (fluid losses into the ground) 
• the environmental impact of the selected fluid and additives through local regulations 
• the impact and reaction of the ground to the support fluid 
• the most appropriate way to dispose of excavated materials and waste support fluid, as well 

as drained and dirty water produced at the site 
 
Health and safety considerations to limit risk to workers must be part of the Health and Safety Plan. Risk 
assessments should be carried out prior to execution based on the Material Safety Datasheets for all 
components of the support fluid. Contaminated ground must be also integrated in the Health and Safety 
Plan as this contamination will transfer to the support fluid with a risk to workers. 
  
The use of support fluid, handling and storage of waste fluid and excavated material as well as disposal 
is driven by local environmental regulation such as the Water Framework Directive and local wastewater 
treatment regulations. 
  
The impact of soil and groundwater on the support fluid properties will greatly influence the choice of 
materials and additives as well as the rate of use of the drilling fluid. As a consequence this will also 
have an influence on the environmental impact and disposal of the waste fluid. The impact of the soil and 
groundwater can be evaluated as: 
 

• soil and groundwater containing chemicals over permissible thresholds that might affect support 
fluid properties (calcium, magnesium, acids, salts and organics) 

• soil and groundwater classified as contaminated according to local environmental regulations 
  
When considering the environmental impact of the support fluid to the surrounding ground, it is not only 
important to consider the risk associated with the materials entering into the composition of the support 
fluid but how these materials might change the physical chemistry of the soil and groundwater. The 
minimization of fluid loss into the formation is a key parameter to reduce potential environmental impact. 
Risks to be evaluated will range from accidental spills, handling and diverting “dirty” waters, and 
temporary and long term impact on the groundwater chemistry.  
  
Both groundwater and surface water receptors will be classified in terms of sensitivity. This will vary from 
highly sensitive locations such as in or near groundwater abstraction zones, decreasing with distance from 
the abstraction point. In addition, the use of fluids in ground near sensitive surface water is more difficult 
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if there are direct pathways compared to areas with cohesive soils that may prevent migration of fluids. 
Local regulatory policy should be complied with. Typically, the local regulator will set various zones 
around drinking water abstraction points and some activities may be prohibited or very restricted within 
the closest protection zones. It is likely that the amount of assessment required in more sensitive locations 
will be greater and more likely to require quantitative data, rather than qualitative. 
  
It will also be necessary to consider the contamination status of existing soils and water in the area where 
the support fluids are to be used, as the construction process may create new pathways for existing 
contamination to migrate to sensitive receptors.  
  
In some cases, when using support fluids of some types in highly sensitive settings, it may be necessary to 
implement a programme of groundwater monitoring to demonstrate that there is no significant impact 
(for non-hazardous pollutants) or discernible release (hazardous substances).  
  
The environmental impact of bentonite, polymers and additives is not only based on information given in 
the Material Safety Datasheet or from eco-toxicological data. Environmental impact should be assessed 
based on leachate potentials and changes in concentration in the groundwater, both short and long term, 
compared to maximum acceptance concentration levels derived from local environmental standards. 
Maximum concentration levels will vary depending on the sensitivity of the receptor site. 
  
The same approach applies when dealing with disposal of excavated materials and waste fluid. Both 
the nature of material and its chemical composition (such as organic content, total organic carbon, heavy 
metals, hydrocarbons) must be considered. Care must be taken with biodegradable materials that may 
not be considered inert on a short term basis. Waste fluid with high solids content and excavated soil 
with high moisture content may require disposal to special treatment facilities with high cost. Leaching 
tests are normally required to determine whether pollutants can be released from the materials. 

 
4.5 Choice of the Fluid Type and Cost Evaluation  
 
The support fluid selection is not only based on soil conditions, but also on the practicality of the fluid 
system, the technical level of the personnel, the environmental issues and the disposal conditions. 
 
When choosing the preferred support fluid, the following should, as a minimum, be considered: 
 

• project and site dimensions: diameter, width, length and depth of foundation elements to be 
constructed 

• equipment (excavation, pumping, treatment etc.) and the length of casing (if used) 
• excavation method (static drilling or reverse circulation drilling) 
• soil conditions: geotechnical profile (e.g. type of soils, permeability, cohesion and chemistry), 

groundwater level and chemistry 
• make-up water quality 
• fluid requirements: ease of use and proven effectiveness in the soil conditions 
• environmental issues (known contaminants and obstacles) 
• disposal requirements/restrictions 
• supply chain 
• economics 

 
Tables 4 and 5 present indications of appropriate drilling fluids related to the method of construction 
and the soil type. 
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Table 4 Support Fluid Choice Related to Equipment Type 

Fluid	Type	 Common		 Typical		 		

																								
Method	of	
Excavation	 		 		 		

		 Examples	 Dosage	 Grab	 Hydromill	 Auger/	 Reverse	or	 Trench		
		 		 		 		 		 Bucket	 Direct		 Drains	
		 		 		 		 		 (Kelly)	 Circulation	 		
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		

Water	 		 N/A	 -	 -	 -	 ✔✔✔	 -	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		

Mineral	 Natural	Sodium	Bentonite	 20	-	60	 		 		 		 		 		

		
Activated	Sodium	

Bentonite	 kg/m3	 ✔✔✔	 ✔✔✔	 ✔✔	 ✔	 -	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		

Natural	 Gum	 3	-	6	 -	 -	 -	 -	 ✔✔✔	
Polymer	 Polysaccharide	 kg/m3	 		 		 		 		 		

		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		

Modified		 CMC	 2	-	5	 ✔	 ✔✔✔	 ✔	 ✔	 ✔✔	
Natural	 PAC	 kg/m3	 		 		 		 		 		
Polymer	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		

		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		

Synthetic	 PHPA	 0.5	-	2	 ✔✔	 -	 ✔✔✔	 ✔	 ✔	
Polymer	 Vinylic	 kg/m3	 		 		 		 		 		

		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
 
 
There is no universal fluid for all projects and selection of the right product(s) has to be made after 
considering all the above parameters. As an example, bentonite support fluids are not optimal in 
chemically aggressive grounds or clayey soil with the need for increased fluid management. Polymer 
fluids may perform better in such conditions. On the other side, polymers may not be optimal in open soils 
(fill, fissured ground, open gravels) because of their lack of gel strength. This may be remedied with 
clogging agents such as water swellable (but not soluble) polymers.  
 
Choosing the right support fluid for each occasion provides a flexible and broad solution proven able to 
solve a wide range of challenges not only related to geological conditions (e.g. fluid loss in limestone 
fractures or fluid loading in clays) but also related to the entire productive cycle. Table 5 gives guidance 
on selection of the most suitable support fluid depending on soil type. The Table aims to ensure that the 
fluid is able to manage stability issues such as maintaining sufficient head pressure for all formations, limit 
fluid loss in the formation for boulders/cobbles/gravels/coarse sand, and limit hydration or sloughing in 
fine soils and swelling clays.  
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Table 5 Support Fluid Choice Related to Soil Conditions 
 

 
	
- 		No	stability	issues	
+								Fluid	loss/head	
++						Head/low	cohesion	
+++			Head/soil	hydration	
 
 
Concentrations 
 
For bentonite support fluid, the concentration is typically in the range of 20 to 60 kg/m3 [35 to 100 
lbs/cy] of water (2% to 6%) to achieve the fresh fluid criteria (see Section 8.3). The dedicated plant 
includes high shear mixer(s), hydration tanks and a fluid recirculation system. A bentonite fluid does not 
develop its properties immediately on contact with water and time for hydration (between 4 and 24 
hours) should be allowed between mixing and use. The hydration time will depend on the type of 
bentonite and the level of shear in the mixer. 
 
Drilling bentonites can be classified according to their volume yield and chemical type as proposed by 
the American Petroleum Industry e.g. natural sodium bentonite, activated sodium bentonite or non-treated 
bentonite. For deep foundations works, this type of classification does not help the contractor selecting 
the right bentonite quality mainly due to the absence of properties measured in representative site 

Stability
Issues

Rock ✔ 	✔ 	✔ 	✔ ✖ ✖ -

Boulders/Cobbles ? 	✔ ✖ ✖ ✖ ✖ +

Gravels 	✔ 	✔ ✖ ? ✖ ✖ +

Course	Sand/Gravel 	✔ 	✔ ? ? ? ✖ +

Medium/Fine	Sand 	✔ 	✔ 	✔ 	✔ ? ✖ ++

Silty/Clayey	Sand 	✔ 	✔ 	✔ 	✔ 	✔ ✖ ++

Clay 	✔ ? 	✔ 	✔ 	✔ ✖ ++

Hard	Clay/Limestone ? ? 	✔ 	✔ 	✔ ✖ -

Swelling	Clay ? ? 	✔ 	✔ 	✔ ✖ +++

Soil	Type

Bentonite CMC/PAC PHPA

Static Reverse	
Circulation

Reverse	
Circulation

Reverse	
Circulation

Static Static
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conditions e.g. make up water quality is rarely distilled water on jobsite and mixing time does not exceed 
a few minutes. 
 
Some bentonite producers have worked closely with specialty contractors to define more representative 
laboratory testing conditions enabling the documentation of more comprehensive and adapted Technical 
Datasheets for their customers: 
 

• bentonite suspensions are thus prepared using tap water as the makeup water with average 
electric conductivity of 500 to 600 µS/cm  

• the dispersion and mixing of bentonite is achieved by means of a Rainery type mixer equipped 
with a 80mm diameter deflocculating turbine rotating at 1500 rpm 

• mixing time should not exceed 3 minutes to reflect construction sites conditions 
• measuring the viscosity i.e. Marsh viscosity and/or Fann viscosity as well as other performance 

criteria such as filtrate loss, filter cake or bleeding can be done immediately after mixing, 1 hour 
and 24 hours to highlight the behavior of the product with the aging. It actually helps anticipating 
the need to store the bentonite fluid before its usage in case of slow swelling bentonite quality 

• additional performance tests can be added to illustrate the behavior of the bentonite in the 
presence of cement or salt contamination. 

• providing information on the minimum concentration of bentonite needed to reach a practicable 
Marsh viscosity value in the actual site conditions should then be preferred to the use of the 
volume yield as defined for the Oil and Gas Industry 

 
Modified natural polymer is used with a concentration of 1.5 to 5 kg/m3 [2.5 to 8.5 lbs/cy] (0.1% to 
0.5%) prepared in the same way as the bentonite fluid but with a faster time for hydration.  
 
PHPA polymer fluids are typically used at a concentration of 0.5 to 2 kg/m3 [0.8 to 3.5 lbs/cy] (0.05% 
to 0.2%) i.e. about 25 to 50 times less than bentonite. High shear mixing is not required and should be 
avoided as the polymers for excavation work are of high molecular weight and can be easily damaged 
(Lam et al, 2010). 
 
Chemical Adjusters 
 
The chemical adjusters may be those added to the makeup water to treat it or raise its pH (sodium 
carbonate, alkali hydroxides), or those used during the whole excavation process to restore the support 
fluid properties (fluidifier, dispersant, additional raw material etc.).  
 
The disposal can require other products such as flocculants and coagulants, oxidising agents, bleach, etc. 
 
 
Usage rate 
 
The usage rate is the ability of the support fluid to be used many times when mixed and treated properly. 
The rate is dependent on many factors including the soil conditions, the method of excavation and the 
efficiency of operations. Typically, 1 m3 of support fluid can be used to excavate between 1m3 and 3m3 
of soil. When the ground is polluted with cations or contains clays or there is substantial loss of bulk fluid 
loss into the ground (e.g. in fissured chalk) the usage rate can drop to less than one.  
 
This usage rate enables calculation of the total volume of support fluid that the site will have to produce 
and manage. 
 
Costs 
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The final in-use cost of a support fluid is not just a matter of raw material costs. Many parameters have 
to be considered from the outset of a project including (but not limited to) the following: 
 

• raw material cost (per ton or cubic metre) 
• volume yield of the raw material (quantity of raw material per cubic metre of fluid with suitable 

properties) 
• chemical adjusters (for pre-treatment, in-use treatment, and disposal) 
• makeup water cost (mains water, ground water, seawater) 
• usage rate of the support fluid (losses to the ground, losses with excavated soil, aggressiveness 

of soil or contamination present in the soil) 
• dedicated equipment costs (pumps, desanders, desilters, centrifuges, filter presses, storage tanks 

etc.) 
• disposal costs for excavated materials and waste fluid (out of specification fluid and at end of 

project) 
• logistical requirements for equipment and products 
• productive cycle speed 
• post installation remedial work and associated costs 

 
An indication of the relative costs for material, labour, equipment and disposal is given in Figure 21 
(bentonite) and Figure 22 (polymer) for various soil conditions. 
 

 

Figure 21 Relative Costs for Bentonite Fluids Related to Soil Type 
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Fig 22 Relative Costs for Polymer Fluids Related to Soil Conditions 

 

4.6 Make-up Water  
 
The make-up water has a major influence on the quality and performance of the support fluid. 
 
Bentonite 
 
The properties of a bentonite suspension are strongly influenced by the constituents of the make-up 
water and in particular the electrolyte content and to a certain extent the presence of organics (Permien 

& Lagaly, 1995). 
 
There is a direct relationship between the viscosity and the filtrate loss value with the conductivity of the 
make-up water as illustrated in Figures 23 and 24. 
 

 
 

Figure 23 Example of the effect of different make-up water qualities on Marsh viscosity 
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Figure 24 Example of the influence of the water quality on filtration loss 
 
Particular attention should be given to the choice of the make-up water with a preference for water 
exhibiting low to medium electrolyte contents. This is generally the case for mains water when available. 
 
Alternative water such as groundwater, river or lake water can also be used assuming the electric 
conductivity remains below 1500 µS/cm otherwise a series of tests with various concentrations of the 
bentonite involved is highly recommended. pH and hardness (calcium and magnesium content) should be 
tested to anticipate the effect on the dispersion and swelling properties of the bentonite. 
 
Depending on the site conditions, customized solutions can be found to optimise the use and the volume 
yield of the bentonite e.g. preparation of highly concentrated bentonite fluid in mains water diluted with 
groundwater to minimize the impact of the electrolytes from the groundwater, or chemical treatment using 
a pH buffer when the pH and/or water hardness dictates. 
 
Polymer 
 
Make-up water quality will always influence the final polymer dosages required to achieve the specified 
fluid viscosity. The softer the water, the higher the viscosities achieved with lower dosages and the harder 
the water, the more polymer is required to achieve the specified viscosity. If the water is coming from a 
natural source such as a stream or pond, the level of organics and contaminants must be considered. In 
some areas, fresh water is mixed with seawater to the hydrant system so brackish water is delivered. 
Some hydrant water is still supplied through old piping and can deliver elevated levels of iron in 
suspension. When evaluating the quality of the make-up water, the following should be considered: 
 

• source: hydrant, river, pond, pumped well, seawater 
• is it a continuous source and is the chemical composition consistent? 
• hardness 
• salt content: salt water, mains water, brackish water (10 to 15,000 ppm), seawater (up to 36,000 

ppm) 
• pH: below 6.5 or above 11.5 requires water treatment or increased polymer dosage 
• contaminants: hydrocarbons, heavy metals, chlorine and bacterias 
• reclaimed water 
• processed water containing residual flocculants 
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It is always advisable to have the source water tested prior to utilisation. This can be performed by most 
local laboratories who should test for pH, conductivity (total salt content), chlorides, calcium, magnesium, 
chorine, coliform, heavy metals and hydrocarbons. If the source is a municipality, they will have recent 
test results. 
 
Even with a chemical analysis it can be difficult to assess whether a water is suitable for use as a mix 
water. Most polymer suppliers will welcome a water sample to prebuild their system in to ensure that 
there will be no issues. The supplier can then advise the polymer concentration required to achieve the 
specified viscosity of the fresh support fluid. 
 
The properties of PHPA fluids can be influenced by the presence of salt both in the mix water or in the 
ground. The salts may impact at the initial phase during hydration and have little effect on viscosity after 
or it may initially influence the hydration development and still persist to damage the chain through time. 
Sometimes some ions can enhance the viscosity stabilization through time and be beneficial for fluid 
viscosity maintenance. 
 
The degree of partial hydrolysis of a PHPA can vary between polymers. Manufacturers will choose the 
degree to adjust the specific properties of the polymer solutions. If the degree of hydrolysis is too large, 
its properties are overly sensitive to salinity and hardness. The viscosity-increasing feature is derived from 
the repulsion between polymer molecules and the segments of the same molecule. This repulsion causes 
the molecule to lengthen and snag on other molecules.  
 
The molecular weight and the degree of anionicity or cationicity determines the salt impact as these 
interact with the chain. Some ions have an immediate impact on initial viscosity development and then 
after becoming neutral to the polymer chain not hindering further or affecting the hydration or viscosity 
maintenance. Some other salts impact viscosity with a lag in time. The larger the salt content the lower 
the viscosity. Specific salts will in general affect the amount of product required to develop and maintain 
viscosity of the fluid. Above these ranges the fluid requires a higher mixing rate in kg per m3 to cope 
with the salt interaction and maintain its properties.  
 
Once salts are compensated with a balanced amount of polymer, viscosity is normally maintained except 
where subject to cyclic exposures to the salts. The exposure of the fluid to cyclic additions of salt increases 
the fluid viscosity and pH changes. These cyclic additions are normally found in the makeup water, saline 
ground soil or by concrete contamination.  
 
Natural and modified natural (e.g. CMC and PAC) polymers are usually tolerant to salts. Some synthetic 
polymers are available which are tolerant to salts. These combine specific networks of space 
arrangements and components of backbone strength which improves the regularity of the bulk molecule 
structure providing better salt tolerance performance. These can be modified versions of PHPA which 
have hydrophobic groups attached to the backbone. Other modifications are available as raw products 
or blends to inhibit or reduce the salt influence on the polymer performance.  
  
In conclusion, the choice of the make-up water has a direct impact on the fluids mixing ratio but does not 
necessarily affect its performance provided the ratio is adjusted in accordance with the salt content 
impacting the polymer.  
 

4.7 Water as a Support Fluid 
 
Water may be suitable as a support fluid in some conditions. It is more frequently used for bored piles 
(drilled shafts) than diaphragm walls. 
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Whilst water is cheaper to supply than other support fluids, its use is limited to ground formations that 
are stable enough not to slough during drilling. This is because the clean water does not form a low 
permeability filter cake at the excavation face.  Hence it is difficult to maintain a net fluid pressure in the 
excavation.  This means the water pressures in the soil are similar to the water level in the casing.  Even 
with arching effects, the effective stress in the soil drops to zero and the soil sloughs into the 
excavation.  Water as the support fluid should therefore only be used in stiff clays, rock formations or 
with temporary/permanent casings. 
  
Casings may be partial or over the entire length of the drilled hole. The casings must be well sealed into 
the underlying stable ground or rock to ensure that soil does not unravel from behind the casing toe into 
the drilled hole during excavation.  This unravelling can lead to cavities forming behind the casing which 
have the potential to cause mixing of soil and water with concrete during the casing removal. These 
problems can also be encountered when the casing is advanced through unstable soil layers.  A plug of 
soil within the casing may be required and/or excavation is not carried out below the toe of the casing.  
  
Where adjacent buildings or services are present it is important to monitor settlements during the deep 
foundation installation. 
  
Consideration must also be given to the concreting stage when drilling with water.  As discussed in Table 
2 water is a Newtonian fluid, i.e. without any gel strength.  Its low viscosity means it cannot hold sand 
and coarse silt particles in suspension for long and these can settle out during base cleaning, cage 
installation and concreting operations.  
  
Depending on the ground conditions clay particles may become dispersed into the drilling water.  These 
particles will not settle rapidly in the drilling water column and they can help promote filter cake 
formation.  In addition the clay particles increase the drilling water viscosity, which also slows down the 
settlement of coarse particles.  These particles help the development of the interface layer during 
concreting. 
 
For the reasons given above, it may be necessary to completely replace the drilling water with clean 
water at the end of excavation, or use sedimentation aids to enhance the settlement of fine particles. 
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5 EXECUTION 
 
5.1 Mixing and Storage 
 
General 
 
An effective mixing system should activate all the raw material giving cost effectiveness in both raw 
material and mixing time. Efficient mixing is dependent on the initial contact between the raw material 
and the mixing water. Raw material slowly added to fast moving or agitated water mixes more 
thoroughly and readily than dumping bags of powder into large mixing drums which can result in large 
clumps of dry powder encased in a skin of partially hydrated product. Whilst additional product may 
be added after mixing to bolster the properties of the support fluid, it is far more efficient to get the 
correct mix ratio (concentration) during initial mixing rather than adding more product to previously 
prepared fluid. For polymer fluids, it is usually necessary to boost polymer concentration after each use 
and thus adding further polymer to used fluid is regular practice. A poorly dispersed/hydrated fluid 
never quite develops as good fluid properties as better-mixed fluids. 
 
Support fluid preparation generally involves three stages: 
 

• dispersion (initial wetting) 
• hydration (with or without high shear mixing) 
• homogenisation (unification of the entire volume by controlled circulation) 

 
Mineral Support Fluids (Bentonite) 
 
Bentonite fluid is normally prepared in a dedicated plant that includes a high shear mixer, hydration 
tanks and a fluid recirculation system. A bentonite fluid does not develop its properties immediately on 
contact with water as the clay must swell so that clay sheets can separate and disperse. Some time for 
hydration should be allowed between mixing and use. The hydration time will depend on the type of 
bentonite and the level of shear in the mixer. As bentonite fluid must be allowed to hydrate for some 
hours before use (often 4 – 24 hours), hydration tanks are an important feature of bentonite use.  
 
The key parameters to be considered when mixing a bentonite fluid include: 
 

- water quality (pH, dissolved salts) 
- mixing time (this has an impact on the clay particle dispersion affecting initial hydration and 

development of properties) 
- shearing energy (to ensure particle dispersion) 
- fluid circulation in storage (especially at the early hydration stage) 

 
There are many designs of high shear mixers available most of which incorporate the same basic principle 
of a high shear mix head which also acts as a centrifugal circulation pump linked to a mixing drum. 
Typically, when the fluid in the drum has been mixed for the required time, the pump sends the mixed 
fluid to the hydration tank(s). 
 
The difference in the numerous mixers available is the complexity of the feeds into the drum (water and 
powder). A semi-automatic mixer feeding powder from a silo and incorporating water measurement 
above the drum is shown in Figure 25. The mixing drum may also incorporate rotating paddles. 
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Figure 25 Schematic and Photo of a High Shear Mixer 
 
Whilst most bentonite fluids are mixed using high shear mixers, other methods may be used and these 
are described in the Polymer section below. 
 
Polymer 
 
Mixing of polymer fluids typically utilises a greater variety of mixers than for bentonite fluids. 
Inappropriate mixing techniques can lead to problems including agglomerate formation, and the 
possibility with liquid polymers of solvent emissions. Simple stirring of solid-liquid mixtures cannot 
guarantee prevention of quality deviations between mix batches or waste of raw materials. Given the 
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wide range of polymer types available, the supplier should specify which types of mixing equipment are 
suitable for their product. 
 
The simplest approach to wetting fine powder is to gravity feed/pour the powder slowly into a stream 
of water exiting a hose. If the stream is passed over a flat plate (called a splash plate), the surface area 
of the wetting stream is increased. The user should carefully sprinkle the powder onto the plate avoiding 
any build-up of material. Alternatively, the user can sprinkle the powder into the fan of water that forms 
off the edge of the plate. These methods are not conducive to dosing large volumes of powder (i.e. they 
are not suitable for bentonite but can be used for polymers which require around 1/50th the amount of 
dry material as bentonite fluids). Figure 26 shows both methods: pouring powder directly into a hose 
discharge and make-up water flowing across a plate while the user introduces polymer powder. 
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Figure 26 Gravity feeding polymer into a stream of recirculated polymer fluid (upper); plate method of 
introducing polymer products (lower).  
 
For large volumes of fluid, a venturi hopper may be preferred (also called hopper eductor, venturi 
eductor or mud gun). These devices vary from crude to very sophisticated. The most rudimentary versions 
have only a reduction in the supply line cross section (a nozzle) that substantially increases the water 
velocity and thereby creates a low pressure zone in the air around the nozzle. The nozzle is incorporated 
into the base of a hopper (funnel) in which the dry powder is introduced and the low pressure pulls 
powder into the stream as it exits. The discharge pipe around the nozzle stream provides a corridor for 
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some initial mixing along with the initial wetting as the fluid discharges. Figure 27 shows the features of 
a venturi hopper. 
 

   

 

Figure 27 A simple venturi hopper assembly: 50mm [2 in]supply line reduced to 19mm [3/4 in] to 
form nozzle (top left); hopper with nozzle port at the base (top right); and schematic of simple venturi 
hopper mixing system (bottom). 
 

Methods to regulate the dry powder flow rate into the nozzle stream are preferred such that the 
powder flow rate is suitable for the water flow rate. This can be manually fed, controlled by valve 
or slide gate at the base of the hopper (Figure 25, butterfly valve), or an Archimedes-screw feeding 
system can be used (Figure 28). Figure 28 shows a user carefully filling the hopper to prevent 
overfilling/overfeeding the nozzle. If users are not careful, there can be clogging at the base of the 
hopper (Figure 29) and ineffective initial wetting where clumps of unmixed powder are pulled into 
and pushed out of the discharge pipe so producing ‘fish-eyes’ which may never fully dissolve. 
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Figure 28 Venturi hopper system manually fed (top); slide gate (middle); screw feed (bottom). 
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Figure 29 Hopper clogged with wetted polymer (left); build-up of partially wetted mineral product (right).  
 
Typical venturi hoppers use 50 to 75mm supply lines but larger systems are available with lines up 
to 150mm in diameter with reduced sections (nozzle diameters of 100mm). In reality, the larger lines 
produce larger clumps of material that are then even harder to convert to usable support fluid. 
While it is tempting to scale-up systems with larger lines and hoppers when larger volumes are 
needed, using smaller hopper eductor units for longer times tends to be more effective and prepares 
the fluid more quickly. 
 

Vacuum eductor mixing systems are a subset of the venturi type systems as they both make use of 
Bernoulli’s venturi principle. However, these devices have significant differences from eductor 
hoppers: (1) in a venturi hopper, powder falls into a wetted chamber around the water jet which 
immediately promotes build-up and blocking; for vacuum eductors, the dry powder is pulled into 
the centre of an annular water column and never touches a wetted device surface so minimising 
build-up and clogging. Therefore, the powder is completely surrounded by water. (2) Powder 
material is introduced in proportional to the flow rate of the make-up water via vacuum feed and 
is not dependent on gravity fall (ravelling hour-glass effects), and (3) the interface orifice is made 
from non-stick Teflon to further reduce build-up anywhere in the device. Figure 30 shows a vacuum 
eductor wetting system with vacuum hose that pulls powder into the flowing water. 
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Figure 30 Vacuum eductor wetting/mixing bentonite powder (left); internal schematic (right). 
 

Like the venturi hoppers, larger diameter units are not necessarily better as the wetting surface area 
does not increase proportionally to the increase in volume of dry powder. These units are suitable 
for parallel operation where the desired mixing flow rate of the make-up water can be used to 
tailor the correct number of side-by-side units. 
 
Dry polymers require careful initial wetting and longer times to hydrate (typically 30 to 60 minutes) 
than liquid polymers. Liquid polymers can require longer initial mixing to achieve homogeneity 
during dilution but much shorter times to hydrate. It follows that mixer type and homogenisation 
procedure should be matched to the polymer type. 
 
Where possible, homogenization and recirculation of synthetic polymer support fluids should avoid 
centrifugal type pumps where the fluid experiences high shear. Alternate recirculation methods such 
as air bubblers or diaphragm pumps are preferred. Tanks with sloped bottoms tend to be more 
effective in recirculating without having stagnant portions of the tank. 
 
Cellulose based natural polymers (CMC, PAC), do not suffer the same damage as synthetic polymers 
and high shear mixers and centrifugal recirculation pumps can be used. 
 

Storage 
 
Storage equipment is used to store the support fluid whilst developing its properties or in readiness for 
use or re-use. There are many types available that are suitable to store all fluid types, including: 
 

• square/rectangular tanks 
• circular tanks 
• inflatable tanks 
• vertical silos 
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• modified containers 
• gunited ground pits (not for synthetic polymers) 
• ground pits with lining 
• the pile/panel under construction 

 
Shape and geometry may be criteria for selection depending on the area available on site for fluid 
storage. The storage capacity required will depend on the volume of the individual foundation elements 
and the method and speed of construction, and is therefore site specific.  
 
Storage tanks for mineral fluid should incorporate moving paddles or agitators in the holding/storage 
tanks to control sedimentation of mineral products that are suspended and not dissolved (like synthetic 
polymers). Additionally, sloped tank bottoms are preferred to direct sediment material to the recirculation 
pump pick-up location. This can be as simple as blocking up the tank on one side. Figure 32 shows storage 
tanks that would incorporate tank bottom agitation systems. Figure 33 shows silo type, funnel bottom 
vessels that prevent stagnant sedimentation inherent to flat bottom tanks without agitation systems. 
 
Storage tanks for polymer support fluid can incorporate bubbler pipes attached to the bottom of the 
tank to maintain homogenous fluid. Recirculation pumps (if used) should be low energy such as diaphragm 
type pumps. Polymer storage tanks also benefit from sloped tank bottoms or inclined tanks to promote 
discharge to supply lines. 
 

 
 

Figure 32 Rectangular Storage Tanks 
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Figure 33 Vertical Silo Storage Tanks 

5.2 Pumping  
 
General 
 
Pumps are used for transferring fluids or keeping them in motion as a means of agitation or continued 
mixing. Commonly used pumps are centrifugal or positive displacement (PD). Further detail including 
characteristics and advantages/disadvantages of each type is given in Appendix C. 
 
Bentonite fluids are typically transferred between mixer, storage, pile/panel and separation plant by 
centrifugal pumps (both surface mounted and submersible). Pumps may be left running recirculating the 
fluid when delivery is not required. 
 
For high molecular weight synthetic polymer fluids, fluid shear should be minimised and recirculation 
avoided. Lam et al (Lam et al, 2010) report the results of an investigation into the effects of continued shear on 
the properties of polymer fluids and showed that there was significant degradation of the polymer fluid 
properties as a result of continuous circulation through a centrifugal pump (see Figure 34). 
 
The investigation was carried out on-site using a typical bentonite fluid pipework configuration. The 
centrifugal pump was run continuously, as is the normal practice for bentonite fluids, and the fluid was 
circulated back to the storage tank when the valve in the feed line to the excavation was closed so that 
the pump need not be repeatedly turned on and off during the excavation. This is an important aspect 
of plant operation as the storage tank may be at some distance from the excavation. Continuous 
circulation, although wasteful of energy, is generally regarded as beneficial for bentonite fluids as it 
prevents settlement and improves hydration. 
 
From Figure 34, it can be seen that for the PHPA polymer fluids, once pumping started the Marsh funnel 
time for each fluid dropped and continued to do so up to the end of the test. Both PHPAs were of high-
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molecular weight (i.e. they were long-chain molecules – longer chain lengths tend to give higher viscosities) 
and it seems that the chains were being broken as a result of continuing shear in the centrifugal pump 
and pipework so reducing the fluid viscosity. The damage was so severe for Fluid B that the initial 65 
Marsh time (after overnight ageing) had reduced to 35 s at 22.5 h (after approximately 8 h recirculation) 
and was tending to that of pure water (28 s for 1 litre discharge and 26 s for 1 qt).  
 

 
Figure 34 Reduction in viscosity of PHPA polymer fluids due to recirculation. 

 
To avoid viscosity reduction due to prolonged shear in centrifugal pumps, it is recommended that 
diaphragm pumps are used for PHPA fluid transfers as they induce less shear and can be designed to 
stop automatically (so also saving energy) when the pressure rises as a result of closure of the delivery 
valve. If diaphragm pumps are not available, fluid recirculation should be minimized (Jefferis & Lam, 2013).   
 
Centrifugal pumps are usually used to remove polymer fluids from excavations during concreting as flow 
rates are high and pumps which can be immersed in the fluid (submersibles) are often used.  
 
Fluid Transfer and Supply Pumps 
 
When selecting the pump to supply support fluid to an excavation it is necessary to consider the 
excavation rate per hour in the given soil conditions. As a general rule the deeper the excavation the 
slower the progress will be. Thus the initial 10 to 20 m [30 to 60 ft] of excavation is normally much faster. 
The harder and more compact the soil and/or the larger the cross-section of the excavation, the slower 
the excavation rate. A further consideration for pump selection is the head capacity necessary to achieve 
the full design flow rate to the most remote areas of the site and to overcome any static lift requirement 
(e.g. if the pump is located at a lower level than the excavation). The pump capacity is normally chosen 
so as not to sacrifice production and must be matched to the highest expected excavation rate. 
 
In general, when using direct circulation methods (e.g. buckets, augers and grabs), the rate of supply only 
has to replace the volume of the material excavated. With reverse circulation systems (e.g. hydromills 
and pile top drill rigs) the cuttings are removed by pumping the fluid and cuttings from the base of the 
excavation, and the required pumping rates are therefore much higher than those required with direct 
circulation methods. 
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Typical supply pumps have capacities in the range 100 to 150 m3/hr [400 to 650 gpm]. This is generally 
sufficient for direct circulation methods. For reverse circulation, higher supply pump capacity is required 
often in the range of 200 to 300 m3/hr [900 to 1,300 gpm]. 
 
Fluid Retrieval Pumps 
 
Except when initiating the pour, the flow capacity of the retrieval pump is governed by the rate of 
concrete pouring (typically not more than 80 m3/hr [100cy/hr]), and its head capacity is governed by 
the distance the fluid has to be pumped plus any static lift. A variable flow rate pump may be a great 
advantage in order to match the fluid recovery rate with the rate of concrete pouring. Submersible 
centrifugal pumps are a typical choice.  Positive displacement pumps (e.g. large duplex diaphragm 
pumps) may also be used. A positive displacement pump makes a fluid move by trapping a fixed amount 
and forcing (displacing) that trapped volume into the discharge pipe. Table C1 in Appendix C  lists the 
different types of positive displacement pump. 
 
The initial concrete discharge rate is generally that which determines the pump flow rate. Tremie pour 
initiation requires a fixed volume of concrete to be poured without interruption to ensure the integrity of 
the element. The larger the section to be poured, the larger the pump required to match the maximum 
concrete discharge rate. This will be greatest when multiple tremie pipes are used.  This is covered in 
detail in the EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide, Section 6.5. 
 

5.3 Excavation and Cleaning 
 
The main purpose of any support fluid during excavation is the stabilization of the excavation (see Section 
2.4). Diaphragm wall panels have a greater need for stability during excavation than bored piles due 
to their rectangular shape which reduces the ability of arching in the surrounding soil due to the increased 
stress levels at the corners. Some polymer fluids may not be able to adequately support such rectangular 
excavations but are able to support large diameter circular excavations in the same soils. 
 
Dry or loose sand layers will easily absorb mineral fluids with low density until a sufficient filter cake has 
been created which will then reduce the fluid loss and stabilize the excavation. The ability of some support 
fluids to clog large pore spaces (gravel layers) may be important to achieve excavation stability. Large 
foundation elements may have to be excavated slower than possible to allow for the support fluid to 
work properly. 
 
Depending on which soil or rock type is excavated, the support fluid also must prevent the deterioration 
or softening of the native material when it comes in contact with the fluid. Some shale materials are very 
sensitive to drilling with water, but less affected by mineral and polymer fluid. 
 
Most support fluids will also change their properties as excavation progresses as they get charged with 
fines from the native soils. Monitoring these changes during excavation (especially for large and deep 
elements) and adjusting the fluid accordingly is required to maintain the stability of the element and 
minimize the impact of filter cake build up. It will also help with required cleaning or fluid exchange 
procedures before concrete is placed. 
 
In addition to their main requirement of stabilising the excavation, support fluids also have to provide 
several characteristics specific to the various excavation techniques. Table 6 highlights some key 
requirements. 
 

Table 6 Typical excavation methods with some unique support fluid requirements 
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Excavation method Requirement for Support Fluid 

Auger Bind the material sufficiently, so that it does not ‘slide’ off the auger 

Bucket / Grab Allow sedimentation, so that most solids are contained at bottom of 
excavation and not distributed throughout the entire excavation 

RCD/Hydromill Aid suspension of solids during transport to surface/separation plant 

Percussion Drilling Lubricate hammers 

Dredging / Airlift Maintain low viscosity, so that the excavation pipe is not plugged 

 
If temporary or permanent full depth casing ahead of the excavation is used, the purpose of the fluid is 
less to support the excavation but rather counteract groundwater pressure. As casing is installed 
concurrent or behind the excavation, the support fluid will still have to ensure the stability of the 
excavation (even only for a short section ahead of the casing). 
 
The cleaning of the support fluid during excavation with conventional tools (augers/buckets/grabs) is 
normally left to the end of the excavation process to avoid interruptions. Nevertheless, the process can 
already start as the excavation progresses. For most polymers and some polymer-bentonite blends, the 
addition of flocculants aids the process of cleaning by settling most of the fines to the bottom section of 
the excavation, where they can be picked up with each bite of the tool. Careful dosage of flocculants 
and appropriate mixing into the support fluid is essential. 
 
When using reverse circulation methods for excavation, the cleaning of the fluid takes place during 
excavation, since fluids are circulated to the surface and can be cleaned before they re-enter the 
excavation. The various cleaning or separating methods are described in Section 5.5. 
 
Typical base cleaning methods include the use of cleaning buckets, which do not have teeth and are 
properly sealed so that they can ‘scoop up’ fines and soft debris from the very bottom of the excavation, 
large and powerful submersible pumps, and airlift devices or suction pumps which can connect to the 
tremie pipe. Gravity sedimentation inside the excavation (sometimes over-night) or the use of flocculants 
can again aid the cleaning process and reduce the time required to settle out most fines. It is important 
that these flocculating agents are uniformly mixed into the pile or panel otherwise they can lead to 
formation of a sticky sludge at the base.  This sludge has been found to be difficult to remove from the 
base of the excavation.  This can contribute to inclusions during the concreting phase. If required, the 
entire support fluid may have to be exchanged to avoid excessive sedimentation of suspended fines. 
 
For reverse circulation methods the tool is simply kept in the excavation and fluid is pumped to the surface 
until sufficient cleanliness is achieved. Fresh and/or recycled support fluid is pumped into the excavation. 
 
The time elapsing between the final cleaning of the excavation and the commencement of concreting 
should be kept as short as practical. When large and very deep elements are installed which derive 
their main load bearing capacity from end bearing and therefore require a very clean support fluid at 
the base of the excavation, additional cleaning procedures may be required after the rebar cage is 
installed. These typically involve airlifting or suction pumps operated through the tremie pipe. 
 
Adequate base cleaning is essential to ensure good base resistance, regardless of whether mineral or 
polymer support fluids are used. The end bearing capacity of piles and diaphragm wall panels is 
affected by the presence of debris and support fluid left behind as part of the construction process. 
Appropriate levels of base cleanliness should be discussed and agreed at the project design stage and 
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verified accordingly on site. A range of methods for checking base cleanliness is available and some 
examples are provided in FHWA GEC #10, and in ICE SPERWALL (see EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide 
Section 6.2).  

 
Base cleanliness criteria should be established to be practically achievable while also considering the 
design and intended use of the piles.  For piles that do not rely on base resistance, no more than 75 mm 
(3 in) of sediment should be present at the base of the excavation to reduce the risk of soil inclusions 
within the pile concrete.  More restrictive criteria should be used for elements that derive substantial 
resistance from base resistance.  Research has shown than minor amounts of sediment (e.g. less than 10 
mm) tend to be displaced towards the outer edges of the excavated element and have little effect on 
mobilization of base resistance as long as proper concrete placement methods are used.   
 
On flat bases, once the base has been cleaned, and prior to reinforcement cage installation, it is possible 
to lower a camera (with air shroud) e.g Shaft Inspection Device (“SID”) to the base to assess base 
cleanliness. Alternatively, there are a number of commercially available products which aim to determine 
base cleanliness. Examples include the Shaft Quantitative Inspection Device (“SQUID”) and the Ding 
Inspection Device (“DID”) (Ding et al, 2015). 
 

5.4 Reactions with the Ground 
 
The performance of support fluids is degraded by the excavation process, especially if the fluid is used 
repeatedly during a project due to the dispersion of fine grained material into the fluid. There will also 
be some dilution and possible contamination of the fluid by the groundwater associated with the soil 
dispersed in the fluid. Appropriate monitoring during excavation therefore requires measurement of fluid 
density, viscosity and sand content on samples from the trench – values of all these parameters will 
increase with the dispersion of soil into the fluid. The effect of the solids charge happens mainly with 
mineral fluids because their gel can keep particles up to a certain diameter in suspension whilst they will 
slowly settle in a polymer. 
 
Inevitably there will be some loss of the support fluid with excavated soil and to the adjacent ground by 
bulk penetration/filter effects. There must therefore be a constant supply of fresh make-up fluid which 
will partially offset the degradation of fluid properties as discussed above.  
 
Physical Loading 
 
High rates of production are achieved when the fluid viscosity is maintained within in a reasonable range. 
In cohesive soils with high clay or silt content, the introduction of suspended fines increases the viscosity 
and the specific weight of the fluid. Heavy fluid slows down the tool in the hole and reduces the contact 
pressure on the teeth. Excessive solids content increases the filter cake thickness which may impact the up 
and down movement of the tool. Loaded fluid is a cause of wear for pins, sheave bearings, telescopic 
kellies and wire ropes.  
 
The physical loading by sand is easier to measure with the sand content test, and manageable with the 
separation equipment in case of mineral fluids and with settlement basins where polymer fluids are used. 
 
Some polymer fluids have the advantage of carrying little suspended solids or limiting the swelling 
capacity of soil clays and are therefore beneficial from an equipment wear standpoint. Good lubrication 
of the tool surfaces facilitates the travel of the tool in the hole as well as the discharge from the bucket 
or auger with no loss of time due to stickiness in clayey soils as may be found with mineral fluids. The 
polymer can however sorb onto soil particles thereby reducing the active polymer concentration. It is well 
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recognized that polymer concentration must be boosted after each use of PHPA fluids. Ongoing fluid 
testing allows decisions on the need for addition of fresh polymer, use of adjuster additives or a total 
replacement of the used polymer with fresh before the concrete pour. 
 
Polymer clay blend fluids offer the same advantages as pure polymer fluids regarding physical loading. 
Low viscosity of the fresh fluid can be a good solution to mitigate the loading effect and control the drift 
of properties.  
 
The primary method to reduce physical loading is solids control equipment as detailed in Section 5.5. 
 
Chemical Reactions 
 
Support fluids can be adversely affected by chemicals in the ground or groundwater (as shown in Table 
7) but in practice the effects are often quite modest provided reasonable precautions and working 
practices are adopted. Chemical species commonly encountered include: 
 

• cement from concreting or pre-grouting of open formations 
• sea water where effects of ionic strength and calcium and magnesium may be an issue 
• more rarely gypsum and evaporites may be encountered 
• volatile organic compounds (VOC’s), hydrocarbons, heavy metals, solvents and acid or alkaline 

solutions 
 

Table 7 Influence of Physical Loading and Chemical Pollutants on the Support Fluid Characteristics 
(x=systematic effect; (x)=possible effect) 

  
. 

 
Chemical adjusters can be added to the system to offset some of the effects of the contaminants. These 
include alkali hydroxides and sodium carbonate (water treatment), sodium bicarbonate (cement 
contamination), dispersant or adding sacrificial raw material to the system to maintain its behaviour. 
Typical treatments are shown in Table 8. 

 Physical loading Chemical reactions 

Viscosity (x) (x) 

Density x  

Filtrate (x) (x) 

Filter cake x (x) 

pH  (x) 

Sand content x  

Pollutant Sand, silt, clay pH (peat, grouted soil, 
concrete), salts, gypsum, sea 

water 
TREATMENT (pre or post 

treatment) 
 

Low molecular weight 
polyacrylate (clay/silt) 

Desanding 
Desilting 

Fresh fluid 

Sodium carbonate 
Sodium bicarbonate 

Polymer CMC 
Low molecular weight 

polyacrylate 
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In extreme cases, it may be necessary to change the type of support fluid. 
 
Table 8 Commonly Used Treatments for Mineral Fluids 
 
  

Type of soil or 
pollutant 

Effects on 
mineral fluid 

Possible treatments 

  CHEMICAL ADJUSTERS MECHANICAL 
TREATMENT : 

desilter or 
centrifuge 

  Sodium 
carbonate 

Sodium 
bicarbonate 

Dispersant Cellulosic 
polymers 

 

Fine soils 

(clay, silt, marl) 

Viscosity  

Density  

  X   

X 

 

Chalk 

Viscosity  

Density  

  X 

 

  

X 

Gypsum 

(pollution difficult 
to control) 

Viscosity  

Filtration  

X  X  

X 

 

Organic matter 

(lignite, peat, 
organic mud,…) 

Viscosity  

Filtration  

pH  

 

X 

X 

  X  

Cement 

(lime pollution Ca 
(OH)2 

Viscosity  

Filtration  

pH  

  

X 

X 

X   

Water table 
dilution 

 

Viscosity (*) 

Filtration  

    

X 

 

 

Sea water or 
Brine 

Viscosity  

Filtration  

pH  

X 

 

X 

   

X 

 

 
(*) : Mainly in sandy gravel layers with high groundwater levels. 
James: Change all ‘x’ to ticks and sort column lines etc etc and style 
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The period between support fluid cleaning and concreting should be as short as possible to limit the filter 
cake growth.  
 
Loss of Support Fluid 
 
The support fluid level can sometimes drop suddenly or continuously, during or after excavation. This can 
be due to the interception of underground cracks, karsts, voids, galleries etc. and induce a risk of trench 
collapse. 
 
EN 1538 Clause 8.4.3 states that “When a sudden and significant loss of the support fluid occurs during 
excavation, the excavation shall be refilled immediately with an additional volume of support fluid, possibly 
containing sealing materials”. The site installation must allow for stockpiling sufficiently large amounts of 
replacement fluid for this purpose. 
 
Loss of support fluid may require additional measures depending on the importance of the fluid loss in 
the ground and the characteristics of the ground. Where the Site Investigation identifies a risk of fluid 
loss, a pre-grounting operation is one option to prevent fluid loss during the project.  

A variety of materials called “lost circulation materials” can be also be used to help reduce lost 
circulation of fluid. They may be divided into four categories: 

- fibrous materials (mineral or organic) such as slag fibres and cellulose fibres 
- flakes such as corn flakes, mica flakes and shredded wood chips 
- granular materials such as gravel, sand, mineral fillers, nutshells, soil and crosslinked 

polyacrylamide (water swellable but non-soluble polymers) 
- viscosity modifying additives such as highly concentrated polyanionic cellulose , the idea being 

to locally increase the viscosity of the fluid to form a semi-solid mass and plug the voids causing 
the loss into the surrounding soil. 

 
When a significant sudden loss is experienced, backfilling the excavation with granular soil treated with 
cement or low strength backfill material (e.g. leanmix concrete) is a common practice. 
 
Different approaches are possible to prevent or reduce the fluid loss in the soil. It is important to ensure 
that the selected support fluid will not be adversely affected by the methodology implemented. For 
example, when using pre-grouting and backfilling with cement treated materials, it is important to ensure 
that the support fluid contamination can be controlled. 
 

5.5 Treatment and Recycling  
 
Bentonite, Natural Polymer and Modified Natural Polymer 
 
Section 5.4 details the chemical reactions and the chemical adjusters which can be used to restore the 
support fluid’s properties. In the case of physical loading, mechanical equipment can help to remove 
the soil particles from the support fluid.  
 
A wide range of separation equipment is available. The types of equipment commonly used are given 
in Table 9. 
 
Table 9 Typical D50 Cut Points for Separation Equipment 
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Equipment Type Typical D50 Cut Point Typical Maximum Capacity 
 

Primary Shaker Screens <3 mm 1,000 m3/hr 
Secondary Shaker Screens 0.2 mm to 0.4 mm 500 m3/hr 
Desander cyclones 80 µm 250 m3/hr 
Desilter cyclones 20 µm 150 m3/hr 
Centrifuges >5 µm 25 m3/hr 
Filter Presses >5 µm 25 m3/hr 

 
 
The efficiency of all types of separation plant decreases significantly with increasing fluid density. It is 
therefore important to characterise the material being excavated and estimate the type and quantity 
of material that will need to be removed from the support fluid in order to assess the separation 
equipment required.  
 
With reverse circulation methods, the separation plant may become the critical factor determining 
productivity, especially in weaker and/or finer strata. Hydromills must be limited to a rate of advance 
which does not overload the fluid. 
 
Under 20-30 µm, it is almost impossible to remove particles without degrading the support fluid. 
Centrifuges and filter presses are therefore often used to treat fluid before disposal or to control fluid 
density when using hydromills.  
 
Schematics related to equipment and particle size are shown in Figures 35, 36 and 37. 
 

 
 

Figure 35 Solids control equipment appropriate for each particle size  
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Figure 36 Mechanical Separation Plant Ranges. 
 

 

  

 

 
Figure 37 Examples of desander cyclones (left), desilter cyclones (middle) and centrifuge (right). 

 
Synthetic Polymer (PHPA) 
 
PHPA polymer fluids do not tend to hold soils in suspension. Consequently, settlement of even fine-grained 
soils such as silt can occur after completion of the excavation if the fluid is not adequately cleaned.  The 
separation plant used for cleaning bentonite is not suitable for polymer because the polymer tends to 
clog the screens, and the shearing action of the equipment tends to break down the polymer.  The typical 
method for cleaning a polymer is to add flocculating agents to help drop suspended solids out of 
suspension and then provide time for the sediments in the fluid to settle out.  It is sometimes necessary to 
fully exchange the drilling fluid with fresh fluid by pumping from the base of the excavation and 
discharge to holding tanks where the sedimentation can take place (see Figure 38). 
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Figure 38   Sedimentation Tanks for PHPA Polymer Drilling Fluid 
 

After completion of the work, the polymers can be broken down with a de-activating agent (bleach 
works for most types of polymers) causing the suspended solids to drop out quite easily.  This property 
provides one of the attractions with polymer fluids in that disposal can often be accomplished with 
relatively little cost and effort compared to bentonite.  
 

5.6 Concreting 
 
Concreting operations are discussed in detail in Section 6 of the EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide and 
this Section should be read in conjunction with that Section of the EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide. 
 

Support Fluid Sedimentation 
 
As shown in Table 2, silts and clays may be suspended in mineral fluids. This suspension is generally stable 
within the time frame from base cleaning to concreting and no separation will occur.  Some sedimentation 
may occur on bars and ribs.  However, coarse silts and sands may settle out within this time frame and 
therefore the excavation fluid may need to be exchanged with a fluid with low sand/solids content prior 
to concreting.   
 
Polymer fluids loaded with silt may pose a risk of silt sedimentation onto the horizontal steel and the ribs 
of vertical bars and the base of the excavation with possible accumulation and fluid entrapment. In 
addition, the viscosity of the fluid loaded with sand may increase and this will slow the sand settlement 
rate. Flocculating agents are also used. 
 
The high calcium concentration and high pH of concrete will break down most polymers which assures that 
in most conditions there is no polymer left after a concrete pour. Any sediment that was present within 
the fluid will however remain in the excavation. 
 

Base Cleaning 
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The time elapsing between the final support fluid cleaning/base cleaning of the excavation and 
commencement of concreting should be kept as short as possible. Where elements such as stop-ends or 
reinforcement cages are to be inserted, cleaning should be carried out before insertion. The base cleaning 
operation is discussed in Section 6.2 of the Tremie Concrete Guide and Section 5.3 of this Guide. 
 
The properties of the fluid should be checked before concrete placement, as well as the cleanliness of 
the base. The cleaning procedure, as well as the time between operations, should be established on the 
initial panels. If delays occur, the support fluid quality and the base cleanliness should be re-checked and 
additional cleaning carried out if necessary. 
 
Initial Concrete Placement 
 
When starting the concrete tremie pour, the support fluid and the concrete in the charged tremie pipe 
must be kept separate by a plug of material or by other suitable means (see section 6.5 of the EFFC/DFI 
Tremie Concrete Guide). 
 
Interface Layer 
 
To ensure a distinct phase boundary between the displaced fluid and the concrete replacing it, the 
difference between the densities of these two materials should be maximised.  This also promotes clean 
displacement of the support fluid from the rebar, avoids fluid inclusions in the concrete and so provides 
a good bond between steel and concrete.  In normal operation, at the time of concreting mineral and 
polymer fluids will seldom have a density sufficient to raise concerns.  It is only on rare occasions such as 
when using weighted support fluids to improve panel stability that the differential density may be an 
issue.  
  
An interface layer can accumulate between the support fluid and the concrete.  Based on limited 
information this layer can have a density up to 1,400 kg/m3 [90 lbs/ft3] with a relatively high viscosity.  
The layer therefore sits on top of the concrete but can affect the concreting operations as discussed in 
Section 7.2 of this Guide.  Its thickness should be minimised.   
 
The interface layer is thought to be formed from: 
 

- debris scoured from the pile base by the initial concrete placement which, having a low density, 
rises on top of the tremie concrete  

- inadequate separation between fluid and concrete during initial charge leading to segregation 
of the concrete 

- material from segregated concrete and concrete bleeding during the concrete placement.  
(cement and concrete fines are observed in the interface layer) 

- material scoured by the concrete from the reinforcement ribs and horizontal bars and possibly 
from the filter cake 

- material settling from the support fluid (if the concreting process is slow material from the support 
fluid can settle onto the interface layer) 

 
Section 6.7 of the EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide focuses on the concrete flow patterns within a pile.  
Concrete “plug flow” is recognised for unreinforced piles and “bulging flow” is more common in heavily 
reinforced piles (see Figure 16 of the EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide). 
 
It has also been recognised that when fresh fluid concrete is placed by tremie into previously placed, less 
workable concrete this can lead to a “concrete vent” developing from the base of the tremie directly to 
the interface layer (see Figure D3 of the EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide). 
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Bulging flow and concrete venting both lead to the fresh tremie concrete rising to the top of the concrete 
and then travelling sideways.  Where the reinforcement bars are closely spaced, a drop in the concrete 
level of up to 0.5 m [2 ft] has been observed in the field i.e the level of the concrete in the cover zone is 
lower than the level of the concrete inside the reinforcement cage.  The denser interface layer materials 
are likely to build up in this perimeter trough outside the cage.  Subsequent concreting can trap this 
material in the cover zone and form inclusions, similar to those shown in Figure D2 of the EFFC/DFI Tremie 
Concrete Guide. 
 
Concrete flow patterns round reinforcement bars can lead to surface mattressing (see Figure D5 and D6 
of the EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide).  It has been observed that the interface layer material can 
become trapped in these “shadow zones” behind the reinforcement.  These zones could affect 
reinforcement bond and concrete durability.  The trapped interface layer material can also form a 
pathway for concrete bleed and bleed channels are often seen at the pile surface next to reinforcement 
bars. 
 
Numerical modelling of concrete flow is discussed in Section 9 of the EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide.  
These concrete flow models also show concrete bulging flow, the head loss across the reinforcement cage 
and the perimeter trough in the cover zone (see Figure 18 of the EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide).  The 
models also show that in heavily reinforced cages the support fluid can become trapped in this trough 
(see Figure 19 of the EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide). 
 
At present there is very little site data on the properties of this interface layer material and the Task 
Group Members have developed field test methods to assess the interface layer properties. These 
properties could be incorporated into future numerical modelling studies. 
 
CIRIA PG3 (Fleming & Sliwinshi, 1977) paragraph 4.2 identifies the importance of the difference between support 
fluid yield stress and concrete yield stress during support fluid displacement by concrete. The rheological 
profile of the fluid should be investigated, especially for bentonite support fluid. High gel strength 
bentonite could lead to some difficulties during the concreting operation.  
 

5.7 Spillage and Disposal 
 
All support fluids must be handled carefully and not allowed to flow untreated into the ground or surface 
waters during the entire process from mixing to disposal. This generally requires the use of a closed 
loop system to minimize the spillage potential. Typically, for mineral fluids 33 to 50% of the fluid will 
be lost during excavation or with the excavated soil.  As a matter of course, significant loss occurs to the 
ground and most of this is beyond the control of the contractor. 
 
Containment measures such as surface casings, trenches and barriers can be used to minimize the 
consequences of spillages during the excavation process when the grab, bucket or auger enters and 
exits the excavation. Minor amounts of fluid may be blown away by the wind and spill onto the adjacent 
ground or adhere to the excavated material. If the excavated material is not deposited directly into 
dump trucks, containment of the spoil pile is essential (Figure 39).  
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Figure 39 Examples of Containment Measures for a) Trench b) Spoil c) Casing Reservoir d) Barge 
 
An example of good housekeeping practice to protect the surrounding environment is to install a 
containment barrier in combination with straw bales on the perimeter of the site. Stable working 
platforms above the working grade are essential for good fluid seepage control since fluid lines break 
or need to be opened and fluid should drain towards the excavation. 
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Figure 40 Typical Containment Barrier 
 
Additional containment measurements are required when working over water from barges or trestles. 
 
Pumps are generally used to transport the support fluid into on-site containments tanks, silos or ponds. 
Such closed loop systems also help with continuous conditioning of the fluids and enable the re-use on 
site to minimize material and disposal cost. 
 
Gravity flow directly from the excavation into an earth containment ponds is still used for some reverse 
circulation drilling methods in Asia. Since spillage risk is very high, such containment methods are not 
recommended. 
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F 
Figure 41 Examples of Containment Pond and Storage Tanks 

 
Despite the availability of effective recycling methods for all fluid types, some disposal of support 
fluids during or at the end of each project will be required. Strict disposal guidelines in Europe and 
the North America require careful management of fluid and solids disposal.  

  
Disposal of liquid waste to landfill is banned or restricted in many countries. Some authorities require 
waste fluid to be transported to a waste water treatment plant whilst some allow the disposal of waste 
fluid into the sewer system or even in their storm water system. For all these options, the composition 
of the waste fluid must be identified in accordance with the requirement of the local authorities and/or 
sewer owners.  Discharge permits typically require a chemical and physical analysis of actual waste 
fluid samples before the issue of permits. Since fluids will be a mixture of bentonite or polymer and 
excavated ground, composition is only known once excavation has commenced. As long as there is 
sufficient fluid storage available on site, the disposal permitting process has to start early enough to 
obtain all required permits.  
 
The EU defines waste in their Waste Framework Directive (WFD) as “any substance or object which the 
holder discards or intends or is required to discard”. The meaning of the word ‘discard’ under the WFD has 
a special meaning and is not necessarily the same as the dictionary meaning. The European Commission 
has provided guidance on the interpretation of key provisions of the Directive 2008/98/EC on waste.  
 
In North America, wastes and their discharge onto landfills is regulated by the EPA Resource Conversation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA) 2014 manual. Local authorities may have additional requirements regarding waste disposal 
to landfill in areas for which they are responsible.  
 
In general, all discharge permits will require the following: 
 
• classification as to whether the waste is hazardous or non-hazardous  
• the type of premises where the waste was produced 
• the approximate quantity of waste 
• the name of the substance or substances 
• the process that produced the waste 
• a chemical and physical analysis 
• any special problems, requirements or knowledge related to the waste 

 
The definition of hazardous waste is typically linked to the percentage of ‘dangerous substances’ and 
the associated ‘hazardous properties’ (i.e. metals or hydrocarbons). 
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Proper support fluid management leading to separation between solids from liquids is practical and 
economical. Depending of the type and composition of the fluid-soil mixture, adequate physiochemical 
treatment will greatly reduce the disposal quantities. Bentonite and polymer suppliers have developed 
product specific treatment methods. As a rule, minimizing the amount of disposal consists of separating 
the water from the solid ingredients and the following general treatment methods are available: 

 
Polymer 
 
• gravity sedimentation of suspended solids and removal as solid waste 
• chemical breaking of fluid viscosity and settlement of suspended solids/fines with their removal 

as solid waste which may be added to the excavated soil 
• chemical treatment of low solids fluid (bleach neutralization and pH adjustment) and discharge 

as waste water 
• mechanical treatment of broken polymer using centrifuge and/or filter press equipment 

separating fines from the water 
 

Bentonite 
 
• mixing fluid with cement and removal as solid waste after hydration 
• mixing fluid with lime and dewatering through a filter press or a band (filter belt) press 
• gravity sedimentation of suspended solids after flocculation and removal of sludge as solid waste 

or filling filtration bags (Figures 42 and 43) 
• mechanical treatment using screening, centrifuge and decanting equipment releasing clear water 

and stackable solids (see Section 5.5), although this may also require chemical   
treatment 

 
 

 
Figure 42 Vertical Gravity Silo/Clarifier  
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Figure 43 Filtration Bags for Passive Sludge Dewatering  
 
Some major misconceptions as to the hazardous nature of bentonite clay have caused undue expense 
for fluid disposal. While most polymer fluids can be sufficiently treated to be discharged as 
construction waste water, waste liquid bentonite (even after considerable treatment) is mostly classified 
as ‘special waste’ which typically requires disposal at special waste sites.  
 
Very often bentonite is compared with fly ash as ‘special waste’, which has little scientific basis. Fly ash 
is an industrial byproduct often laden with heavy metals, whereas bentonite is a natural earth material.  
Bentonite can be detrimental to fish life in highly diluted and colloidal form in a natural body of water. 
There should be no objection to permit bentonite fluid ponds to desiccate and to use the resulting clay 
which is beneficial from an agricultural standpoint and welcomed by most farmers (note: chemical 
additives and pH need to be acceptable for used bentonite clay to be released in the environment). 
Dewatered waste bentonite fluid is easier to dispose of as a solid combined with general excavation 
materials. 
 
If the excavated material is already contaminated, then there is the potential for the support fluid to 
also become contaminated. This will make recycling, treatment and disposal more expensive and 
complex. 
 
Various industry studies suggest that the use of polymer fluids (where suitable) can be more financially 
efficient when also considering disposal costs compared to the use of bentonite fluids and that overall 
the use of polymer fluids may provide a lower environmental impact since its carbon footprint from 
manufacturing, transportation, usage to disposal is much smaller than the one from any bentonite 
product. 

 

5.8 Safety Considerations 
 

Both bentonite and polymer support fluids have specific safety related issues that should be considered. 
The Material Safety Datasheet should identify most of those concerns. Both types of support fluids are 
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eye irritants and require eye protection to be worn (especially during mixing). Eyewash stations must be 
made available with sufficient quantities of bottled eyewash solutions available to flush for 15 minutes.   

Each of these products also have respiratory considerations.  In the US, OSHA recently reduced the 
permissible exposure limit (PEL) of crystalline silica to 50 micrograms per cubic meter of air.  Although 
polymer is not currently regulated in the US, polymer workplace exposure in the UK is less than 4 
micrograms per cubic meter respirable and 10 micrograms per cubic meter inhalable.  Similar regulations 
for polymers are expected in the US in the future.   

All support fluids can also contain admixtures that can cause severe reactions to employees exposed to 
them. 

All support fluids can create a slip risk on platforms, ladders and work areas. This is especially the case 
with some polymer fluids. 

Bentonite Fluid 
 

Bentonite is a respiratory irritant and during mixing operations employees should be fitted with half face 
masks with P-100 particulate filters or N-95 paper filtered masks.  Bentonite does contain silica in low 
levels, which is considered a carcinogen.  Bentonite contains less than 1 percent respirable crystalline 
silica (RCS) as determined by the Size-Weighted Respirable Fraction (SWERF) method. Bentonite would 
have to exceed 10 percent crystalline silica to be classified as hazardous.  Bentonite does not have any 
significant skin contact related safety concerns. 

The main admixtures used in bentonite fluids and associated safety considerations are summarized below. 

Soda Ash 

• Skin irritant (pH > 11) 
• Not a respirable concern 
• Emergency eye wash must be available 

 

Bicarbonate of soda 

• Emergency eye wash must be available 
• 15 mg/m³ respirable dust 

 

Sodium Acid Pyrophosphate (SAPP) – rarely used 

• Irritating to the eyes, skin and respiratory system 
• Respiratory protection is required 
• Long sleeves, gloves and goggles are required 

 

 Polymer Fluid 
 

Polymer is a respiratory irritant and during mixing operations employees should be fitted with half face 
masks with P-100 particulate filters or N-95 paper filtered masks.  Employees should also wear these 
respirators when adding polymer by the single bucket to increase the viscosity. 

For a polymer fluid the maintenance of the high pH required for these solutions is a significant safety 
concern.  The main polymer admixtures used to adjust the pH consist of hydrochloric (muriatic) acid to 
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lower pH and 50 percent caustic liquids to increase pH.  These two admixtures are delivered to the fluid 
mix manually by an employee typically dispensing the contents from 20 l [5 gall] liquid containers. This 
delivery method has several safety related issues that must be considered.   

Direct exposure to the skin with either chemical causes severe chemical burns:  

• safety showers/eyewash stations must be readily available 
• a fifteen-minute dilution is required as a First Aid treatment 
• impermeable clothing covering the body’s trunk and extremities are required, chemical 

resistant gloves, chemical goggles, and face shield must be used when using these 
chemicals.  

 

Additionally, safety considerations associated with excessive strenuous lifting of buckets to the mixing 
hopper of the mixing tank should be assessed. 

Another admixture, sodium hypochlorite or bleach, can be used to break the polymer viscosity.  This 
chemical is a skin irritant that can cause chemical burns and requires the same personal protective 
equipment as detailed above. 

The requirement to have safety showers on job sites can be problematic. Many job sites are greenfield 
with no infrastructure to support safety showers. Portable eyewash/safety shower systems are available 
for purchase or to rent but they must be adequately maintained and are typically single use systems. 

Some specific safety considerations associated with the use of safety showers on job sites include: 

• what happens when there is a multiple exposure? 
• when eyewash/safety shower is exhausted, how quickly can they be refreshed? 
• the drilling operation must stop until they have been refreshed 
• the water within the basin of the eyewash/safety shower must be kept tepid. They must 

not be in direct sun, which can be difficult to locate on a job site.  In winter months the 
basin may freeze and potential hypothermia issues must be considered. 

 

Appropriate PPE must also be worn when employees are cleaning mixing and storage tanks due to the 
possibility of encountering acidic or caustic chemicals. 

 

Summary 
 

The health hazards during mixing and using support fluids are from inhalation of chemical agents and 
chemical spills. First Aid countermeasures must be available for any exposure that provide an immediate 
response to reduce the intensity of the hazard. 

Communications of these hazards must be incorporated into the employer’s HAZCOM/Health and 
Safety Policies, Supplier Datasheets. Supervisors should also be fully trained related to the safety 
risks.  Logistics including First Aid countermeasures must be in place and convenient to an exposure location 
prior to engaging task activities that involve support fluid mixing and use.  
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6 FULL SCALE TRIALS  
 

An excellent way of obtaining important information on the construction aspects of any deep foundation 
element and thereby ensuring success of the works is to install one or more full-scale trial elements.  
Contract pile tests are also carried out as the work progresses. Examples include: 
 

• trial pile load tests – to assess shaft resistance and base performance (see Section 5.3) 
• excavations to expose completed panels and stop-end - to assess filter cake thickness and 

concrete imperfections (see EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide Appendix D) 
• pile/panel verticality can be assessed. This is important for circular access shafts acting in hoop 

compression.  
• trials can also be undertaken to assess the base cleaning, the initiation of tremie concreting and 

the development of the interface layer by recording density profiles.  When the concreting is 
undertaken to the ground surface the interface layer can be sampled at ground level. 

 
To get the most benefit, trial elements should be constructed using the same installation techniques, 
equipment and materials as proposed for the permanent works. Problems identified in full-scale trials 
can then be addressed before the permanent works are constructed. They also provide opportunities for 
refining aspects of the construction process and developing compliance parameters. The suitability and 
performance of the chosen support fluid will form only part of such a trial. 
 
The extent and scope of the trial works should be proportional to the project size, complexity and risks. 
With specific reference to support fluids, the trial should investigate the following key areas: 
 

A) Design – Temporary Works 
- stability of the pile/panel during the excavation phase 
- fluid loss from the panel/pile 
- ground movements during pile/panel excavation 

 
B) Design – Permanent Works 

- filter cake extent and thickness, including its effect on concrete/soil interaction (may also 
require laboratory testing) 

- reinforcement bond conditions 
 

C) Quality Control 
- stability of the support fluid and ground movements during excavation and concreting 
- suitability of the support fluid sampling and testing regime 
- confirmation of the support fluid conformity testing parameters 
- suitability of the available water supply 
- parameters of used support fluid for disposal purposes 
- performance of the support fluid management setup, including quantity and quality of supply 
- assessment and control of the interface layer i.e. the support fluid/concrete boundary zone 
- the contractor’s overall experience and capability 
- the experience in the site specific ground conditions 
- quality of the completed work 

 
In practice, such trials are best carried out by the appointed contractor after mobilisation to site but prior 
to commencement of the permanent works. The time and cost of the trial and rectification of any issues 
arising from the trial should be recognised by the client, and specified in detail in the tender documents. 
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Such trials can play a significant part in reducing risks for the works and provide opportunity for 
refinement ahead of the works. 
 
It is important to use support fluid in any trials that is representative of the fluid which will be used during 
the works. As the trial will use fresh fluid, it may be necessary to load the fresh fluid with excavated 
material to try and represent working fluid to be used during the works. 
 
When budget and/or time constraints do not allow for such full-scale trials, it is recommended to at least 
perform on-site support fluid trial testing in close collaboration with the specialist material supplier. 
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7 QUALITY CONTROL  
 

7.1 During Construction 
 
During foundation construction, it is essential that the contractor comply with the relevant standards for 
quality assurance and control.  
 
The support fluid quality control issues that apply during construction are listed in Section 8. It is very 
important that good record keeping is undertaken during construction. This will assist in the post 
construction investigation if there are any imperfections. These records help to establish the reasons for 
the imperfections and enable subsequent improvements in the construction processes to be made during 
the work. Hence the trials suggested in Section 6 are important for improving the quality of the 
completed works. 
 

7.2 Post Construction 
 
The use of support fluid during excavation and the subsequent tremie concreting processes are 
intimately linked. Section 8 of the EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide sets out a framework for quality 
control of the completed work. An overview of integrity test methods is provided in Appendix C of the 
EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide. Three categories of imperfections have been identified below and 
are discussed in Appendix D of the EFFC/DFI Tremie Concrete Guide: 
 

• inclusions  
• channelling 
• mattressing 

 
The channelling and mattressing imperfections are normally associated with concrete workability and 
stability, as well as reinforcement layout (clear spacing, couplers, boxouts, links, tie rods etc).  However, 
the inclusions encountered in completed deep foundation elements can also be associated with support 
fluids in the following ways: 
 

• filter cake 
• interface layer  

 
Filter Cake 
 
A thick filter cake is to be avoided as it may reduce shaft resistance, reduce cover thickness and increase 
the depth of the interface layer. It is important when examining an excavated face that the soil and 
then the filter cake is carefully peeled away so that the nature of the cake can be studied. There is a 
tendency to jet wash the concrete face of the pile or panel which destroys the filter cake and prevents 
further investigation. 
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Interface Layer 
 
This is discussed in detail in Section 5.6. 
 
Future Developments 
 
The support fluid density profile can be important to assess the sand and clay content. High sand contents 
can lead to the formation of thick filter cakes as discussed in Sections 3 and 5.3. Currently, this is only 
undertaken occasionally using a sampler. The development of accurate electrical density profilers that 
can be mounted on a grab or the sampler would be helpful to assess the real time density profile during 
excavation. 
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8 ACCEPTANCE VALUES  
 

8.1 Introduction 
 
For any given project, the appropriate support fluid will be selected based first on excavation 
stabilising performance (fluid rheology), operational efficiency and then availability of resources and 
previous local experience.  
 
During the execution, properties characterizing a support fluid such as rheology or chemistry are 
influenced by: 
 

• the ground conditions and environmental considerations 
• the type of foundation system being constructed 
• the proposed construction method 
• the foundation construction cycle 

 
Those properties, determined by the standard tests described must conform to acceptable values in 
order to ensure the final quality and integrity of the deep foundation element.  
 
The time line of a support fluid during the construction process is shown in Figure 44 and Table 10 with 
a specific set of tests corresponding to each construction step. The specified properties must be checked 
and maintained at each step using the standard tests described in Appendix B to ensure the quality 
and integrity of the completed works. 
 

 
Figure 44 Support Fluid Time Line During the Construction Process 

 

Table 10: Construction Stages 

Support Fluid Test Stage Stage Activity Support Fluid Test Other Tests 

Fresh support fluid 1 Support fluid 
preparation 

Fresh fluid  

Excavation support fluid 2 Excavation Excavation fluid  
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End of excavation cleaning 3 Solids separation Before concreting  

Post rebar placement 
inspection 

4 Inspect base  Inspect base 

Return from concrete pour 5 Tremie concreting Fluid for Reuse  

Support fluid generation 6 Preparation of next 
element 

  

Waste fluid disposal process 7 Chemical treatment   

Support fluid residuals 8 Solid and liquid 
disposal 

  

 

Support fluids are normally re-used from one foundation element to the next, undergoing a 
recycling/regeneration process after having been subjected to numerous changes during the course of 
the work. The requirement is to start each new cycle with a support fluid with properties complying with 
the specified acceptance values. When the specified properties cannot be achieved, the fluid must be 
discarded. 
 
Stage 1: Fresh Support Fluid 
 
Mixing is covered in Section 5.1. Additives are sometimes introduced at this stage to improve the support 
fluid’s initial properties. Mixing water should be tested. 
 
Stage 2: Excavation Support Fluid 
 
Once in contact with the ground the support fluid is subject to multiple effects including (but not limited 
to) mechanical shearing by the excavation tool, variable filtration according to soil layer permeability, 
dispersed solids coming into suspension, development of a filter cake, chemical impact from dissolved 
salts or contaminants, dilution by ground water in saturated soils, and increased filtration caused by a 
density rise from the suspended solids. All these elements have an impact on the properties of the support 
fluid, the excavation stability and the mechanical load capacities. 
 
Stage 3: Fluid Cleaning 
 
The quality of the completed foundation element is extremely dependent on the cleanliness of the support 
fluid prior to the placement of concrete. Mineral fluids are cleaned using well-established mechanical 
means, possibly with the assistance of chemical additives. The generic terms of ‘desanding’ and 
‘desanders’ are better referred to as ‘solids separation’ and ‘solids separation plants’. The removal of 
fines can involve desilting hydrocyclones and centrifuges. Removal of sand is the easy part of the process, 
removing suspended fines is more laborious. Solids separation from polymer based support fluids is 
easier since the lack of gel strength allows a rapid segregation of the solids although suspended fines in 
highly viscous fluids have a much longer settlement speed. Various additives such as coagulants or other 
cationic additives are used during and after the excavation to accelerate the process. 
 
Estimation of the suspended silts over the entire support fluid column is critical as a risk potential. In deep 
excavations, where required settlement time would delay the construction process, partial or total 
replacement (substitution) of the fluid column may often be a quicker option. Where a “twin fluid” system 
is used (excavation fluid and concreting fluid), it is equally as important to control the properties of the 
excavation fluid as for the concreting fluid. The excavation fluid can greatly affect the thickness of the 
filter cake. 
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Stage 4: Post Rebar Placement Inspection 
 
A cleaned excavation can show unwanted deposits at the bottom of the excavation following the 
introduction of the reinforcing cage. The causes are multiple: cage slightly off plumb due to poor lifting, 
excavation not perfectly vertical but still within tolerance forcing the cage to ride on one side of the 
excavation, inadequate spacers scraping the wall removing filter cake and causing minor sloughing, and 
excessive soft filter cake thickness (due to high filtrate loss) being scraped systematically on the way 
down. The amount of accumulation of these deposits at the bottom of the excavation needs to be 
determined by measurement and deep sampling to decide if any additional cleaning measures are 
required. Minor amounts of material can be removed by pumping from the tremie pipe or using an airlift. 
 
In this analysis, accuracy of depth measurement is crucial, comparing the excavation depth at the end of 
cleaning to that at the end of the rebar cage placement. In addition, if any delay is involved from the 
time a cage is placed and the start of the tremie concrete pour, a second sounding is necessary to assess 
the possible sedimentation at the bottom. This is particularly important when using polymer support fluids. 
 
Stage 5: Support Fluid Return from Concrete Pour 
 
Support fluid being displaced by the tremie concrete is returned to the storage area in a condition that 
can be quite different from that following cleaning in Stage 3. For bentonite based fluids, cement 
contamination will have a detrimental effect on viscosity and filtration properties and intermixing 
between support fluid and concrete will normally require the bentonite displaced near the end of the 
pour to be sent to waste. In the case of polymer fluid, the silt laden lower portion of the column is directed 
to a dedicated settling tank where settled silt can be easily removed. Heavy cement contamination leads 
to high pH values that can degrade the polymer fluid. 
 
Stage 6: Support Fluid Regeneration 
 
The objective of regenerating the support fluid is to bring it back to as close to a fresh support fluid 
condition as possible to repeat the construction cycle a number of times and avoid the unnecessary 
disposal of fluid. Several techniques specific to either bentonite or polymer fluids are implemented, 
requiring a high level of qualification on the part of the "mud man". A constant balance between the 
cost of regenerating the fluid and the cost of disposal must be made to produce a positive economic 
outcome. 
 
Stage 7: Waste Fluid Disposal Process 
 
Either when regeneration becomes prohibitive or at the end of the foundation construction project, 
support fluids need to be processed to allow the economical disposal of the ingredients while respecting 
all applicable environmental regulations. 
 
Mineral fluids need to combine chemical and mechanical conditioning allowing the separation of the 
water phase from the solids phase resulting in a small volume of residual fluid. The extreme case is the 
solidification with a cementitious binder for removal as spoil.    
 
Polymer support fluids can be prepared for disposal using strong oxydisers which break the links forming 
the long chains and reduce the viscosity close to that of water thus allowing the fast settlement of all 
suspended fines. With proper coordination, local water treatment plants accept residual polymer fluid 
provided pH levels are corrected and no objectionable dissolved additives are present. This process 
may require large storage capacities to allow time for the polymer to be broken down. 
 
 
Stage 8: Support Fluid Residuals for Offsite Disposal 
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Residual water either from bentonite fluid dewatering or polymer fluid breakdown are typically 
authorised after proper approvals from local water treatment plant authorities. 
 
Non-contaminated solids are treated as soil and disposed in landfills or re-used. When solids have 
been solidified with a cementitious binder, an off-site disposal permit may be required to satisfy Local 
Authority requirements. 
 

8.2 Frequency of Testing 
 
There is little guidance within current standards as to the required frequency of testing. Conformity testing 
is an integral part of the production control to ensure the quality of the permanent works.  
 
The evaluation of conformity is the systematic examination of the support fluid throughout each production 
stage, ensuring all the specified requirements are achieved. 
 
Tables 11 and 12 give test methods for each stage for bentonite and polymer fluids with recommended 
frequencies. The frequencies given in the Tables should be considered as minimum values. More 
frequent tests are required at the start of the work to establish trends.  Significant variations in results 
will normally also require more frequent testing. 
 
 
Table 11: Applicable Tests and Minimum Frequency for Mineral, Natural Polymer and Modified 
Natural Polymer Support Fluids. 

Test Test 
Method 

S1 Fresh 
Fluid 

S2  
Excavation 

Fluid 

S3  
Before 

Concreting 

S5 & S6 
Fluid for 
Reuse 

Frequency  daily once per 
element before pour daily 

Viscosity Marsh 
Funnel M R M M 

Density Mud 
balance M R M M 

Sand content Sand 
content kit N/A R M R 

pH pH-paper M R M R 

Filter loss API filter 
press M R M M 

Filter cake 
thickness 

API filter 
press M R M M 

Silt content Calculation N/A N/A O O 

Gel strength Fann 
Viscometer O N/A O O 

 

M : mandatory, R : recommended, 0 : optional 

Table 11 is also applicable for hydromill operations using modified natural polymer. In this case, filter loss 
and filter cake thickness does not apply for fresh fluid as there are no particles in suspension at that time. 
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Table 12: Applicable Tests and Minimum Frequency for Synthetic Polymer Support Fluids (except for 
hydromill) 

Tests Test 
Method 

S1: Fresh 
Fluid 

S2  
Excavation 

Fluid 

S3  
Before 

Concreting 

S5 & S6 
Fluid for 
Reuse 

Frequency  daily once per 
element before pour daily 

Viscosity Marsh 
Funnel M R M M 

Density Weigh 
balance M R  M R 

Sand Content Sand 
content kit M R  M R 

pH pH-paper M R R M 

Filter Loss API filter 
press N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Filter Cake 
Thickness 

API filter 
press N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Silt Content Calculation N/A N/A O O 
 
M : mandatory, R : recommended, 0 : optional 
 
Mixing water should be tested and controlled prior to commencing the project to ensure its suitability 
with the selected materials to produce a fresh mix with characteristics complying with the specification. 
 
Typically, it is recommended to test mixing water for pH, electrical conductivity, calcium, magnesium 
and chlorine. 

8.3 Existing Standards 
 

On both sides of the Atlantic, government agencies involved with infrastructure construction as well as 
private professional associations have contributed to the creation of standards. A need for unified 
standards is obvious but difficult to accomplish given the wide variety of situations involving the deep 
foundations industry including the various modes of contracting and procurement. 
 
By standards we mean a number of measurable properties that characterize the nature and properties 
of a support fluid. These properties are described in Section 8.2 of this Guide. Not all measurable 
properties are incorporated in the current standards since these represent to a large extent a state of 
practice more than an exhaustive list of measurable characteristics, such as yield stress, gel strength and 
silt content which are at present excluded from most standards. A summary of acceptance values used 
in some existing standards is given in Table 13 for bentonite, and Table 14 for polymer. 
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Table 13 Current Acceptance Values for Mineral, Blended, Natural Polymer and Modified Natural Polymer 
Support Fluids  
 

Properties Viscosity 
Shear 

Strength Density 
Fluid 
Loss Cake pH 

Sand 
Content 

 s/qt N/m2 g/ml 
ml at 30 

mins 
mm at 

30 mins  % 
Freshly Mixed 

EN1536/1538 32-50   < 1.1 < 30 < 3 7-11   
ICE SPERW 30-50 4-40 < 1.05 < 30 < 3 7.5-11 n/a 
ACI 336.1               
FPS 32-50   1.1 < 30   7-11 n/a 
FHWA 28-50   1.03-1.15     8-11   
DFI Manual >32   > 1.025 < 25   7-11.5   
Caltrans 28-50   1.03-1.11     8-10.5   

Ready for Reuse 
EN1536/1538 32-60   < 1.25 < 50 < 6 7-12 n/a 
ICE SPERW 30-60 4-40 < 1.08 < 50 < 6 7.5-12 n/a 
ACI 336.1               
FPS 32-60   1.25 < 50   7-12 n/a 
FHWA 28-50   1.03-1.15     8-11   
DFI Manual < 50   > 1.12         
Caltrans 28-50   1.03-1.11     8-10.5   

During Excavation 
EN1536/1538               
ICE SPERW n/a n/a < 1.35 n/a < 15 7.5-12 n/a 
ACI 336.1               
FPS               
FHWA 28-50   1.03-1.15     8-11   
DFI Manual < 50   < 1.12         
Caltrans 28-50   1.03-1.11     8-10.5   

Prior to Concreting 
EN1536/1538 32-50   < 1.15* n/a n/a n/a n/a 
ICE SPERW 30-50 4-40 < 1.10 n/a < 3 7.5-12 < 2** 
ACI 336.1     1.36//1.12       20//4 
FPS 32-50   < 1.15 n/a   n/a ≤ 4 
FHWA 28-50   1.03-1.15     8-11 ≤ 4 
DFI Manual < 50   < 1.12       ≤ 5*** 
Caltrans 28-50   1.03-1.11     8-10.5 < 4 

 
*      A density of 1.20 is acceptable in salt water or soft soil; and 6% of sand content in unreinforced concrete 
**    4% sand content is permitted where base cleanliness and end bearing performance is not critical. 
***  Sand content can be reduced to about 1 to 2% in case of deep foundations. 

ACI 336.1 : For the same property, the left hand number is without end bearing consideration and the right hand 
number is with end bearing consideration 
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Table 14 Current Acceptance Values for Synthetic Polymer Support Fluids (excludes hydromill) 
 

Properties Viscosity 
Shear 

Strength Density 
Fluid 
Loss Cake pH 

Sand 
Content 

 s/qt N/m2 g/ml 

ml at 
30 

mins 

mm 
at 30 
mins  % 

Freshly Mixed 
EN1536/1538               
ICE SPERW > 90 n/a 1.01 n/a * 9-11 0 
ACI 336.1 40-90     n/a       
FPS               
FHWA 32-135   ≤ 1.025     8-11.5   
DFI Manual 40-90   ≤ 1.025       ≤1 
Caltrans     	         

Ready for Reuse 
EN1536/1538               
ICE SPERW 60-120 n/a 1.01 n/a * 9-11.5 < 2% 
ACI 336.1       n/a       
FPS               
FHWA 32-135   ≤ 1.025     8-11.5   
DFI Manual 40-90   ≤ 1.025       ≤1 
Caltrans     	         

During Excavation 
EN1536/1538               
ICE SPERW 60-120 n/a 1.01 n/a * 9-11.5 < 5% 
ACI 336.1       n/a   7-12   
FPS               
FHWA 32-135   ≤ 1.025     8-11.5   
DFI Manual 40-90   ≤ 1.025       ≤1 
Caltrans     	         

Prior to Concreting 
EN1536/1538               
ICE SPERW 90-120 n/a 1.01 n/a * 9-11.5 < 1% 
ACI 336.1     1.025//1.025        1//1 
FPS               
FHWA 32-135   ≤ 1.025     8-11.5 ≤1 
DFI Manual 40-90   ≤ 1.025       ≤1 
Caltrans     		       < 2% 

 
*  see Table C20.2 of ICE SPERW 
ACI 336.1  For the same property, the left number value is without end bearing consideration and the right hand 
value is with end bearing consideration. 

 
It is recommended that future standards may include some or all of the additional items listed below: 
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• silt content: although silt content has no standard test at this time,  silt can be the cause of various 
types of construction defects. Presently, silt content is measured indirectly through density 
measurement. Direct measurement using a crank centrifuge may be possible although further 
work is required to produce calibrations 

• bentonite content: this is not as long as the filter loss remains low, although it can be useful to 
confirm batch mix calibration 

• polymer content (important to analyse changes in fluid behaviour, especially when allowing 
higher densities) 

• yield stress (mainly for mineral fluids) 
• resistivity (detects presence of electrolytes that can affect most support fluids) 
• cement contamination of bentonite fluid during concreting (increased pH is the easiest indicator)  
• residual chlorine (polymer only): residual chlorine (oxydizer) in many urban distribution systems 

may destroy some of the polymer. Polymer suppliers should provide chlorine content limits for 
use with their products. This can also be relevant for bentonite extender polymers 

• filter loss at 10 psi: The API standard filter test at 100 psi represents nearly 70 m [230 ft] of 
water hydrostatic head differential which is unrealistic for foundation work and it should be seen 
only as a bentonite quality control test. A 10 psi pressure represents 7 m [23 ft] differential 
head which covers most foundation cases. At that pressure, pure polymer fluids may be tested 
for filtration, although clean PHPAs will still give high results 

 
 

8.4 The Route Forward 
 
It is clear that the current standards do not adequately cover all the types of fluids available for use 
in deep foundations or the total tests required. There is also a risk that the current loose standards 
allow practitioners to carry out a ‘box-ticking” exercise without understanding the possible 
consequences. 
 
The value of each individual test has little interest if not taken in relation to the other values, and the 
evolution of values through the construction stages is more important than one isolated value. 
Determining why the test values are evolving is as important as individual results. This may require 
greater operative training and/or input from experienced engineers. 
 
Whilst the mud balance is given as the standard test to measure density, the accuracy of the test is 
not high enough to be of value with polymers (and fresh bentonite fluids). Strong agitation of mineral 
fluids is rarely specified before viscosity measurements using a Marsh Funnel.  
 
Current standards do not adequately cover diaphragm wall hydromills and reverse circulation 
drilling. 
 
No guidance is currently given on the order of importance of the test values which should be as shown 
below, although a thorough review of all results is still critical to the management of all fluids: 
 

• density (affects excavation stability) 
• filter loss (reduce loss to the soil/excavation stability) 
• filter cake thickness (loss of cover, shaft resistance and interface layer) 
• sand content (filter cake thickness and quality of the base) 
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• silt content (can be as important as sand content, especially with polymer fluids, but currently 
no standard test) 

• pH (a useful indicator but not a control) 
 
The Task Group has obtained sponsorship to carry out a detailed review of current standards and 
practices from around the World. In addition, sites will be visited to assess what is current practice 
in both Europe and North America to determine what works and what does not, related to the quality 
of the foundation elements. During the site visits, additional non-standard testing will also be carried 
out (e.g. composition and properties of the interface layer). It may also require laboratory tests to 
be carried out as well as numerical modelling runs to determine the effect of the fluid parameters 
on concrete flow. 
 
It is intended that this work will take approximately two years starting in 2019. A 2nd Edition of this 
Guide is then planned and this will contain recommendations for the  fluid types commonly used in 
the construction of deep foundations. 
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